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Abstract

This thesis reports a study of electron scattering mechanisms

in lead sulphide by means of resistivity., thermoelectric and ther-mo-

magnetic effect measurements.

In Chapter I some general theory on transport phenomena in

solids is discussed. In Chapter II, the theory of thermomagnetic

and thermoelectric effects which are relevant to our measurements

are summarized with emphasis on a discussion of scattering mechanisms

for the Nernst effect measurements. In Chapter III we examine Kendo's

theory of scattering by spin-spin interaction which gives rise to a

In T dependence of resistivity. Detailed derivations of the resis¬

tivity formulae are included to elucidate various points. The third

and fourth chapters deal with the experimental details including

calibration of thermometers.

The sixth and seventh chapters present and discuss the experi¬

mental results obtained. Prom these results we have found the

following s

1. For low concentration n type PbS, Kondo type spin-spin inter¬

action exists at temperature below about 30°K.

2. Both resistivity and Nernst effect measurements show that

ionized impurity scattering is not the main scattering

mechanism In the low temperature region.

3- Resistivityj thermoelectric power and Nernst effect measure¬

ments show that at temperatures above say 40°K acoustic lattice

vibrations provide the major scattering mechanism.

4. A rapid change of thermoelectric power with temperature observed,

in some samples is attributed to phonon drag effects.
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CHAPTER I

Transport Phenomena in Solid

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter we want to discuss some general theory on transport

phenomena in solids. Firstly we will review various relevant phenomena

and then we will go on to consider the Boltzmann transport equation

and its application to the quantitative study of electrical,thermoelectric

and thermomagnetic effects. A short review of various scattering

mechanisms is also included in this chapter.

1.2 Thermoelectric and Thermomagnetic Phenomena

1.2.1 Thermoelectricity; When a temperature gradient is applied to a

conductor, this produces not only an energy flow (i.e. the heat flow)

but also an electric current. There are several macroscopic phenomena

within the scope of thermoelectricity. I only mention those related

to my measurements.

(1 ) Seebeck effect,, and thermoelectric power

Take two different kinds of conductors to form a circuit as shown

in Fig. 1-1. If we maintain the two junctions at temperature T and

T +Ts then there will be a current flow if the circuit is closed.
o

If the voltage across CD is V, then
C D

lim I _ (J_) _

T-#- o T V T at T=0 KS-\ ,2

defines the thermoelectric power (or

differential Seebeek e.m.f.) of the
T T + T

o o
pair of conductors I and II.

Fig.. U1
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The absolute thermoelectric power of a single material is defined

as (from Fig 1-2) 0 T t+at Fig. 1-2
< AV >

It was found that the thermoelectric power of a super-conductor is

zero. So to find the absolute thermoelectric power of a conductor, we

can use a superconducting material II together with the material I

for which we want to find the thermopower. The thermopower of a semi¬

conductor is usually much greater than that of a metal, so that in

practice we use a metal and the semiconducting material which we want to

investigate to form the circuit.

Consider the circuit in Fig. 1-1 (p.l) to be formed by a material II

which has zero thermopower and conduction in I is by electrons. Then

if B is at higher temperature than A, electrons will tend to diffuse from

B to A. After some time the electron concentration at A will be greater

than that at B, and so an electric field is set up directed from B

to A to prevent electrons from further diffusion. It is tnis field

which gives the potential difference across CD. If CD is shorted,

electrons would flow from A via CD back to B (i.e. current i from D to

C). Thus with negative charged carriers the hot junction oecomes

positive and the cold junction negative. We say that the thermoelectric

power has a negative sign when this polarity is observed,

(2) Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivity is a measure of the transport of energy when

a temperature gradient Is set up. If the quantity of heat ou flows

through a unit cross section in unit time when a temperature gradient
dT

dT/dX Is applied, the thermal conductivity X is given by oo = X — .Qyv



The heat flux is contributed bys

1i the part carried by the electrons or holes and

2„ the part carried by lattice vibrations, usually the acoustic phonons.

In pure semiconductors,the major contribution to the thermal

conductivity comes from phonons. For heavily doped or impure semiconductors

both contributions may be comparable in magnitude,,

1„2„2 Thermomagnetic effects t These are effects which appear in

metals or semiconductors when a temperature gradient and a magnetic field

are1 applied to the materials at the same time. Thepmomagnetic effects

are similar to magnetoeleetric phenomena„ There are several named

effects.

1. Nernst Effect

Set up a temperature gradient in the I. direct! on and a magnetic field

in the zdi recti on, (there being no temperature gradient in they direction or

electric current in any direction), then

(a) The transverse Nernst effect is the appearance of a potential difference

in they direction. To see the physical origin of this effect, we examine

Fig. 1-3. Suppose the current

carriers are electrons, then + D

direction from A to B. The two p _. 1ft Fig. I-3

ends of the sample are not electrically

connected. Therefore after the transient period, the number of hot electrons

drifting fromithe hot to the cold end is equal to the waffifcSr of bbld

will move along the negative x

electrons with a drift velocity



electrons drifting from the cold to the hot end, so that a dynamical

equilibrium is set up and. the current I = 0. By this time, there
X

should be accumulation of electrons on the surface C due to the

deflection of the unbalanced drift of electrons caused by the magnetic

field before I = 0. Now after the steady state with I =0 has been
X X

established, we still have both hot and cold electrons drifting in

opposite directions along the crystal and hence they are deflected by the

magnetic field. But there are as many cold electrons deflected to one side

as there are hot electrons deflected to the other side. Hence no further

net accumulation of charges on any of the two sides of the crystal occurs.

Furthermore the electrons already accumulated on surface C during the

transient period would disappear as well because there seems to be nothing

to balance their mutual electrostatic repulsion. However it is an

experimental fact that there is potential difference between C and D,

It is apparent that there must be something wrong with the above argument.

The error in the above argument lies in the fact that the amount of

deflection of an individual electron is not solely determined by its

drift velocity, i.e. not solely determined by the Lorentz force. It also

depends on the length of time the electron is subjected to the force.

This time may be taken to be the relaxation time V of the electron.

The relaxation time is energy dependent. This means that hot electrons

will have a T, , different from X . , of cold electrons. Hence althoughhot cold

they have the same drift velocity, they are deflected by different

amounts depending on the scattering mechanism and so a net accumulation

of charge on one side would therefore appear, This explains the



appearance of the transverse Nernst effect„

The transverse Nernst coefficient is defined as

The sign of the effect is chosen as follows; Using a right-hand system

of coordinates, a transverse effect is regarded as positive if a positive

temperature gradient along the x nxis and a magnetic field along the z axis

Nernst effect is independent of the carrier sign.

(b) The longitudinal Nernst effect is the change of thermo-electric power

in a magnetic field from the zero field value. The longitudinal Nernst

The effect is positive if the absolute value of the thermoelectric field

E (0) increases in a magnetic field, i.e. |E^.(H)| - JE (0)| 0,
2. Ettingshausen Effect

A temperature gradient is applied along the x direction of the sample.

If we pass an electric current through the sample in the same direction

and apply a magnetic field in thez direction, then it is found that a

heat flow is set up in the y direction; if the faces are thermally

insulated, a temperature gradient is set up. This is called the Ettingshausen

effect.

It is found that the temperature gradient dT/dy is linearly

proportional to H and I . and the Ettingshausen coefficient P is

defined by dT/dy = P H I
z x

11
coefficient Q is defined as

E (H) - E (0) = E =—
X X X

-®(0)]H-e" ||



1„3 Boltzmann Transport Equation and its Applications

The method of dealing with transport problem is in general to set

up the transport equation and solve for the distribution function f

before we can find out the current flow or heat flow. The Boltzmann

transport equation under electric field E and magnetic field H is

given by ^ .ft +*[E ♦ 1 ( V£*3>] V/ - iff lsoatt<irlng )

Scattering changes the k value of carriers and causes transition from k

to k' and conversely from k! to k„ The rate of change of the distribution

function f is given by
xC

'"it
scattenng

'[{V1 - v - v'-v'} >a3f
(1-3-2 X

where Q(k k!) is the transition probability measuring the transition

rate when k is occupied and k' empty and vice versa.

If we assume that the external forces do not greatly alter the

equilibrium distribution function f ° i.e. f ~ f f ° where f
K K K .K

is the perturbed distribution function and. V is the velocity of electron
K

in state ky then a relaxation time L can be defined to be

T M 1 = (f - f°)
scattering W

we also assume that the change of the distribution function is of form

f - f° = (1-3-3)

where /■ defined by this equation^, gives the departure of the system
• • r. r^ft f - f° Vk. a /, , infrom equilibrium. So [—J = - - . ^ = _ jy/fa ■ (1-3-4)

scattering — ^ -

The transport equation (1-3-1) becomes



Vk»Vf +«[E + 1/C CVk x H)]7pf = -(f - f°)/^ (1-3-5)
Substituting equation (1-3-3) into (1-3-5) with

£k->*

f = l/(£ + 1 ) and V/ = (1/fi) ^&k) - P/m
- 3 k

and neglecting the small quantities E„ i , viy and 711^, we obtain
an equation forj

JI + ( £t/c)(H x m~y ) = (1-3-6)
where <e = {-^E + (T^-(^) + £) V t}T ||°
m is the effective mass^, (a is the chemical potential,

2
The solution for equation (1-3-6) with spherical energy surface (£ -P /2m)

is V Xq + P( & x H0) + p2 Ha(^°H0) (1.3.7)*

1 + p2
pp

where H0 - —/„ .•» P = €- t H/mc
— n

The electric current j and heat flow Wg are given by
j = v dn, We = f £ X dn

where dn is the number of carriers per unit volume in coordinate space

3 3
given by dn = f(2/h )dP, where (2/h )dP is the no of states per unit

volume in momentum space,, and from equation (1-3-3) we have

j = (2-e/h3) jV f dp = (2«/\?) Jy/y • jL) d P (1-3-8)
W

e
= (2/h3) J*f V f dP = (2/h3)[SV( V -fi) dP (1-3-9)

f° being the distribution function in equilibrium which has no contribution

to j or I . Substituting the value of X in (1-3-7) into (1-3-8) and
e

(1-3-9) we obtain the general expression for durrent and heat flow,
.2

J £""I10E' - € 111 V InT + {(^2r20E'-€I21 VlnT)X Ho}
2

+ H„{(e IjqE' -€I?1 7InT) H„J (1-3-10)



We -CI11E'-I127' InT + {(ei21E« - I^V lnT)X Ho} + H„{(CI E'-I^lnTjH.}
(1-3-11)

where Es = E - (T/€ ) V(m/T) (1-3-12)

I. . = (^)1_1 f9 €J — ~—o (1-3-13)1J 3b"5 0 1 m dP 1+A
u

with p = € t H/mC

Now let us interpret various terms appearing in the above equation

(1-3-10)

(1)o The first term is "the current along the direction of" E',

produced by the electric field E and the chemical potential gradient„

From equation (1-3-12)

y (p/t) = p 7(1 A) + i/t(yp) = ~(p/t2) vt + i/t (yp)

The chemical potential gradient is usually very small in practice and

also the temperature gradient inside the sample is negligible if no

external temperature gradient is applied„ Then E' - E which is the external
2

electric field, and €. 1.^ will just be the usual conductivity in
the absence of magnetic field

a- =e%0 = e % f p3(f> ~ff° dP = «2 —^ dp3h JQ 3h ^ m d£
A f o « dP dP dP -2 r

- —1S Vkt~ X 7 Z • - "-5 [Vy. tT dk (1-3-14)
3h J - d£ 4it 12m J ~ d£

(2), The second term 01^ VlnT -£I^(1/T)f T is the thermoelectric
current along the temperature gradient. Without magnetic field, it

gives the usual Seebeck thermoelectric current, When a magnetic field is

applied, it then just gives the longitudinal Nernst effect.



p
(3)° The third term ( f Igo^' ~^^21 where H0 = H/H represents
the Hall and the Nernst-Ettingshausen current flowing at right angles

to the electric and magnetic field or temperature gradient and magnetic

field. To examine the behaviour in a magnetic field, we write down

the coefficients Ig_ and I

x = —- (--) J P"^(—c^° ^V§> f
blT JCJtP C Jo m dp l4-(£tH/mC)2

GO

T 8n /€H\ f 3 /t\2_ df0 dP181 " ^ ~ Jo p (=' r3h^ ° Jo dP 1 + (tX H/mC)2
If magnetic field is weak, we may neglect (3 = €"£H/mC in the integrals.

Then the bracket terms increase linearly with H„In the strong magnetic

field case, (3^1, we may write 14 (tfH/mC)^ (f?tH/mC) . Hence the

bracket term decreased as l/H,

(^■). The fourth term H0 j~(£"TI' ~£I^.,^lnT) H0 is the current along
the magnetic fields it disappears when the magnetic field is normal

to the electric field and the temperature gradient. From the

2
coefficients and I^-j * it is proportional to H. in weak field and
approaches a fixed limit under strong magnetic field.

From equations (1-3-10) and (1-3-11), both j and Wg are linearly
dependent on the temperature gradient V T, This is consistent vith tht

phenomenological law which states that the flux,^ the current j, is linearly

proportional to the force (for example temperature gradient VT etc.)

But this result was obtained under two assumptions?

0> The temperature gradient 7T is not too great, so that in the

calculation of j and W # the products involving VT and small quantities
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such as ^ can be neglected,

<2) The temperature gradients are assumed to be constant and that the

sample Is uniform,

1 A Scattering Mechanism

Deviations of the distribution function from the equilibrium value

gives rise to transport phenomena. Internal collisions between the

electrons and lattice or atoms tend to retore equilibrium, and the time

involved in this process is called the relaxation time. There are

several types of scattering mechanism which are characterised by their

different energy dependence on relaxation time or temperature dependence

on mobility.

One may theoretically calculate the transition probability for various

scattering mechanisms. The corresponding rate of change of the

distribution function may then be found from equation (1-^-2), Equating

this to -(f-f°)/t: , we can finally obtain the relaxation time.

So from a theoretical point of view, the main job is the calculation

of the transition probability due to a particular scattering. This is

given by quantum theory to be

Qppt = (2ir/h) | Vpp, | £( £p. - £p) where Vpp, = \ «f»p \j ^p,dt
and '.pp , \|ipl are electron wave functions respectively in state P and
P' and 'J is the scattering potential which characterises the scattering!

the £ function is defined by

&(x~a) - 0 for x ^ a

j°f(x) $ (x-a)dx = f(a)
-co

In what follows we shall quote some of the relevant formulae for a few

common scattering mechanisms.
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1.4.1 Lattice Scattering

The study of lattice vibrations may be approached by regarding the

crystal as a homogeneous continuum rather than a discrete periodic

structure. Then any disturbance in this continuum will generate a

wave which propagates through the material. This is the so-called

lattice wave whose magnitude in classical theory represents the deviation

of the corresponding point in the material from the equilibrium position.

In analogy to the concept of quantization of electromagnetic waves

which leads to the fact that the electromagnetic wave possesses discrete

packets of energy^ each being called a photon <, one can also quantize

the lattice wave in a similar fashion. One then obtains the result that

lattice waves are composed of packets of energy. Each packet is called

a phonon. One can ascribe momentum Ttq as well as energy hccq to a

phonon as in the ease of a photon. The idea of quantizing a wave field

will be mentioned in greater detail in chapter III. The interaction

between the lattice and electrons may be formulated in terms of the

interaction between the phonons and the electrons and it is this

interaction which constitutes the lattice scattering. During the

interaction., a phonon may be emitted or absorbed as a whole. An electron

transition from state P to state P + "hq or state P - hq is always

accompanied by a transition of a phonon with a wave vector q. The

transition probability for lattice vibration is found to be for
2

phonon emissions Q(P, P-%) = ^ i~^v~ (Nq + 1) £ ^p_hq"
2 — —. —

for phonon absorptions Q(P,P+tiq) = ™ $( £p+hq-
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where N= no, of unit cells in the crystal; M - mass of atom.?

V = velocity of sound (= velocity of propagation of longitudinal wave)j

= no of phononsj q - phonon wave vector (= 2n/\)$

C - Is called the Bloch constant which is characteristic of the interaction *

between electron and lattice and it is found to be approximately proportional

to the Debye temperature of a crystal.

Substituting Q, into equation (1-3-2) together with equation (1-3-3)

and (1-3-4) the relaxation time X is found to be

r - v2 M (JLr*
a

r~ 7 2 3/2 ^
4 72 a C (rnkTr7

and the mobility
— 4 ?

3^2^ V CM ,._v-3/2 . . .. . ...
|j, = —-- (kT) where a is the lattice
a

22 sP C2 m"^2 constant

1.4,2 Ionized Impurity Scattering

This is one of the important scattering mechanisms for electrons at

low temperature. The transition probability for scattering by impurity

ions is calculated by the following assumptionss

(1) The masses of Che scattering ions are assumed to be much greater

than the electron mass, (2) Collisions are elastic (no change of

energy of electron) and (3) Impurity ions are distributed at random and

they scatter electrons independently. The relaxation timely, is found

with b = 3C (C TF2/ite2h2n
where Ni - number of ions per unit volume^



& = electrical permittivity

n - density of conduotion electrons

and the mobility j, 2 -^/
2 2 & (kT) 2

^ = v, —7-——-
it m2 Nj f? |ln(1+b)- —J

1.4.3 Scattering on Neutral Impurities

At low temperatures many of the impurities in a semiconductor may

not be ionized and these will have a different scattering effect on an

electron. The relaxation time for scattering by neutral impurities is

found to be independent of temperature and carrier energys but it is

inversely proportional to the electrical permittivity of the crystal
2 _ 2

m ^
^ = ——■—— — where Nn is the concentration of neutral impurities .

20n ifNjj
The above three kinds of scattering are the main mechanisms 'a ■;?

responsible for scattering in semiconductors. The relaxation time has an

energy dependence of the form

X =to(T) (
wheref (T) and r are governed by the actual scattering mechanism. For

lattice scattering^ ionized impurity scattering and neutral impurity

scattering r is respectively equal to 03 2 and

There are still some other kinds of scattering mechanisms apart

from these three kinds mentioned., for example spin-spin interaction

between electrons and impurity atoms which we shall discuss in detail

in chapter III.
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CHAPTER II

Thermomagnetic and Thermoelectric Effects

2 . 1 Introduction

In this chapter only those theories needed in the analysis of our

experimental results will be reviewed. Formulae will be quoted without

derivations emphasis will be given to qualitative aspects.

2„2 Nernst Effects

The Nernst effect arises when a longitudinal temperature gradient

along the x«lirection and a magnetic field in the z direction or any direction

in the xz plane are applied. The effect may occur under either isothermal

or adiabatic conditions,-. The isothermal condition is represented by

ST/^y = "b T/ Tjr z = 03 ie there are no transverse temperature

gradients along they Sni z directions. The adiabatic condition means that'

there is no heat flow along the ysnd z directions ie tu - co = 0.
y z

It is found for many materials that the difference in magnitude of

the Nernst effect under isothermal and adiabatic condition is negligible,

Thus it is convenient to use isothermal formulae even though experiments

were carried out under adiabatic conditions.,, as the isothermal formalae

are much simpler. Hence in what follows we shall only discuss the

isothermal case.

2.2.1 The Transverse Nernst Effect

From equation (1-3-10) with j = 0, we obtained an expression for

the transverse Nernst field

E - —jnHo -tohi ,sln6 Mnr (2_2_,,
7

^(I2 + I2 ) ^ X1 10 20



where I. . are given by equation (l-3-1;5)° From the expressions for

I.one can show that the transverse Nernst field is an odd function of
ij

magnetic field H

ie E (H) = - E (-H)
y - y -

In the case where 0 = —, ie magnetic field H is perpendicular to

the temperature gradientj and the energy dependent relaxation time f
. c r JL

may be written in the form of , the formula may be simplified
1C1

in the two limiting eases of weak and strong magnetic field. In the weak

field case, ie when 1

E = (i-r)A - (2-2-2)
y ^ r e C bx

mH 2
In the strong field case, ie when Rf>> 1

t - (i-r) Cr | (if)'1 |i
where [x is the carrier mobility j and

a . w 4s—- > ° £ ro—) r<2«)r 4 p2 (2 + r) r 9w ' 1
To) = j^°xn~1 €"X dx

Measurement of the transverse Nernst field will enable us either to

find out the mobility if the type of scattering mechanism (ie £■) is known,

or to calculate the value of r and hence to investigate the scattering

mechaftism provided the mobility is obtained from other sources,

eg resistivity measurements.

In fact without knowing the mobility, it should be possible to

determine whether r is greater or smaller than \ from the sign of the

effect alone. As we have already mentioned in Chapter I, different r
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represents different scattering mechanism. Hence we can estimate the

predominant mechanism by the sign of the effect.

We may elucidate the situation by examining the following physical

picture. Consider a crystal-in which a temperature gradient is set up

along thepositive x direction. Under the action of an applied magnetic field

In the positive z direction, an electron hotter than average moving from

right to left is deflected downward making an angle 0^ with the xaxis.
Prom the following diagram we see that ©. a'T'-llo^

The sphere radius R, which is the trajectory of a free electron in the magnetic

field H

e

K ~

e h

\ot T hot
R m

Similarly a cold electron travelling from left to right is

deflected upward at an angle 9^ ctf'cold" Schematically we have
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r_i
We further assume X « £ 2

Now if the scattering mechanism is such that this implies

Tcold^Thot' and. an electric field will be set up directed along
positive y direction. This will give a transverse Nernst field with

positive sign. As the hot electron has higher energy £ than the cold

electron, so we must have r< h in order to satisfy T" , .^ TL +.* cold hot.

Therefore r = 0 which represents acoustic lattice scattering leads to

a positive E . On the other hand if the scattering mechanism is such that

9. < 0,. then X ^ X, . and it gives rise to a negative Nernst2 ^ \' cold hot &

field, r must be greater than -§•„ Hence r = 2 which represents ionized

impurity scattering gives a negative E . Vanishing of the Nernst field

(E = 0) implies that r = -§-sie scattering by neutral impurities.

Unlike the Hall effect, the sign of the transverse Nernst effect

cannot be used to determine the type of current carriers, since the

effect of a temperature gradient on the motion of charge carriers

is independent of the sign of their charge. As the magnetic field

deflects electrons and holes in opposite directions and they themselves

move in opposite directions consequently the transverse Nernst field

has the same direction for both electrons and holes.



Now we consider the dependence of the transverse Nernst effect on

the intensity of magnetic field. In weak magnetic field, E is

proportional to pH/C whereas in strong field, it -is proportional to

(pH/C) Consequently in field of intermediate strength ie when
uH ljH
— m 1 > the function E(—) should have at least one maximum. The
o u

1 iT
transverse Nernst coefficient Q is defined to be E = cf"H^—, we see

y 3x
i -2

that Q is independent of H in the weak field case and proportional to H

in the strong field case.

2.2.2 The Longitudinal Nernst Effect

From the general expression of the longitudinal Nernst field E ,

it may be shown that E^ is an even function of magnetic field
ie E (H) = E (-H)

-A_ _/v

Now we consider the case when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the

temperature gradient. Again simplified results are obtained for weak

and strong field cases.

When (-— )2 1 2

E = (1 -2r) (b - — ) - (™)2 ~ (2-2-4)xN r2eC^x
,uHx2

^ .when (-^) ^ 1
E = (|-r) - ~ (2-2-5)x e ^x

where b = yg
= T 0+3^)

f3(2+r)
In a weak magnetic field there Is a quadratic dependence of

. .TT

on the parameter (—), while in a strong field E is independent of
O X

magnetic field. It therefore tends to a saturation value. Hence •.
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equation (2-2-5) can be used to determine the r value.

Now we consider the relation between the longitudinal field E^ and
this scattering mechanism qualitatively. Application of a magnetic

field changes the thermoelectric field along the x-axis. We can

visualize this by the following consideration. Deflection of electrons

by magnetic field reduces their mean velocity in x direction. The

greater the deflection the greater the change in the thermoelectric field

will result. Suppose in the absence of magnetic field the thermoelectric

field is directed along the negative x direction due to a temperature

gradient along positive x direction. Now in the presence of a magnetic

field for the case r-< \r, cold electrons moving from left to right will

have a longer relaxation time than the hot ones moving in the opposite

direction, and hence bigger deflection. Consequently a field appears

in the negative direction of x (E < 0) ie in the same direction as the
X

primary thermoelectric field and the absolute value of the thermoelectric

power increases. If r>^, E is directed in the positive x direction

(Ex>0) and the absolute value of thermoelectric power decreases.
When r = E = 0 ie the magnetic field does not change the thermo¬

electric power. The direction of E for holes Is opposite to that
X

for electrons. Notice the effect has the same sign independent of

whether carriers are electrons or holes. Now as may be done in the
E

—. -yr^
transverse case, we define a. non-dimensional field q = —— —- ,X

k >T
^ ^x

then for both electrons and holes, is positive if r < and
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is negative if r>-§-. The sign of £x is consistent with the sign
convention we adopted in Chapter 1„ The effect is positive if

absolute thermoelectric power increases and negative if it decreases.

A positive £ is thus always associated with a positive transverse
X

Nernst effect which in most cases represent lattice scattering. A

negative £ is associated with a negative E which means that impurity
nx y

scattering is most likely predominant.

The r value can be readily found from equation (2=2-5) in the

strong field case without knowing the mobility. In the weak field ease

the easiest way to find, the r is by considering the ratio

2 . 2

(2-2-6)y
_ a -r)A;

Ex 2b - A 2
r r

We can put in various trial values for r and compare the calculated

ratio with the experimental value. The r which gives the best fit will

be the right one.

2.3 Thermoelectric Power

If a simple scattering process in which the relaxation time can

be expressed as a power of the energy is assumed*, then the thermo¬

electric power of both the degenerate and non-degenerate electron gas

for an impurity semiconductor is given by

© , + | [£±? W*«>- (2-3-1)*e r+ Fr(p*)Z GO

r xr (jx
where Fr(p*) is the Fermi integral Fj(|u*) = I ———————

Jo 1+exp(x-|j*)

* see Wright (1951)* Johnson (1956)



P* is the reduced chemical potential (™) j k is the Boltzmann constant.

In the ease of a non-degenerate electron gas, the thermoelectric

power has the form

If the effective mass m*, the electron concentration n and r are all

independent of temperature, then equation (2-3=2) becomes

(§) = - ^ jj- In T + const
Therefore a plot of ^j) against In T in the non-degenerate range gives

3 k
a straight line with slope equal to - ^ „ If the scattering mechanism
is known ie r is known, we can find the effective mass from the thermo¬

electric power measurement. Suppose the effective mass is not independent

of temperature, we shall not obtain a straight line. We rewrite

equation (2-3=2) in the following form
3/2

® [ (2+r) + | In Hp + | In T - In n + In ]
o h<

m*
where m is the free electron mass. The dependence of —• on temperature

o

can be easily found from, experimental data, of @ at different temperature.
For the degenerate region, the thermoelectric power (h) can be

found directly from equation (2-3-1 ) provided, r and p* are known.

But in general we want to obtain information about p* and hence the

effective mass from thermoelectric power measurements. As the carrier

density n is given by
3/2

n = 4* (-§5*£L_) Fi(m*) (2-3=3)
h2 2
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We have, from (2-3=3)

El = -JlL_ (g-)2/3 Fr2/3(h*) (2=3=4)m 4m o

o 2m kT ^
o

Henee the effective mass ratio can be found from p* which is known from

the value of thermoelectric power®,

Thermoelectric power is often employed to study the effective mass

of the carriers. It is also found convenient to investigate the

scattering mechanism through the measurements of thermoelectric power.

2.4 Phonon Drag

The expressions for Nernst effect and thermoelectric power given in

Section 2.2 and 2.3 were derived with the assumption that the phonons

are in an equilibrium distribution, ie the lattice is not significantly

perturbed by the temperature gradient. In practice the presence of a

temperature gradient produces an anisotropy in the propagation of lattice

vibrations. In some materials especially at low temperatures, the mutual

interactions between phonons are insufficient to re-establish the lattice

equilibrium. Then a pushing of the charge carriers from hot to cold

ends owing to the asymmetrical distribution of phonon motions occurs.

This "dragging" of' the electrons because of the non-equilibrium

distribution of phonons is what is known as the phonon drag effect.

Herring (1954) showed that only longwavelength phonons are effective in

the "dragging" effect. The effect is proportional to the strength

of the electron-phonon coupling and to the relaxation time for the

randomization of the motions of the long-wave length phonons with which

the carriers interact. At low temperatures phonon drag may be more
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important than at high temperature since mutual collisions between

phonons are less frequent and therefore the time taken to re-establish

the equilibrium state is longer. One may assume the phonon distribution

function and electron distribution function to be independent of each

other. Then the thermoelectric power, the Nernst field and other

thermoelectric and thermomagnetic coefficients can be represented as sums

of electron and phonon contributions.

The phonon drag gives rise to an additional term in the thermo¬

electric power. The direction of the thermoelectric field caused by

phonon drag is such as to increase the magnitude of the thermoelectric

power. The phonon contribution to the thermoelectric power ®ph has
been estimated by Herring (1954), Frederikse (1953)* Johnson (1956) ho be

00 T v. ^
(R) = = (2-4-1 )^ ph |jT m-T [ '

where u is the velocity of sound, 1 ^ is the mean free path of those
phonons which interact with the carriers, i-s the phonon relaxation

time and p is the mobility of carriers.

Gurevich and Obraztsor (1957) discussed the influence of phonon drag

on the Nernst effects in semiconductors. Tsidil'kovskii (1962) discussed

the problem in more detail and found that the effect of phonon drag on

the thermomagnetic phenomena is governed primarily by the nature

of the dependence of the phonon mean free path on its wave vector. By

assuming that phonon mean free path 1 is independent of wave vector q,

formulae for transverse and longitudinal Nernst field, due to phonon

drag are obtained for weak and strong magnetic field cases as follows.
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4f>2« 1 (Ey)ph - (2§-l) I®J if If (2-4-2)

(f)? » 1 (Ey)ph =■ (if)"1 (2-^-3)
Longitudinal Nernst field

<#'2 « 1 <Ex»ph - T5 (1 - ©Ph H <2-4-4)
#>2» ' ^-(i-1) ®ph|f (2-4-5)

where 0 is the thermoelectric power due to phonon drag and is given

by (2-4-1). If the dependence of the ({)) ^ on temperature and temperature
dependence of mobility are known, then the dependence of the Nernst field

due to phonon drag on temperature can be found. Calculation of Gurevich

showed that (F ) , and (f ) , are both a T *0
y ph ,ux ph

It was pointed out by Herring et al 0958) that even if phonon

contribution to thermoelectric power 0 ^ is only a fraction of
electron contribution @0» "the phonon contribution to the Nernst field
will be bigger than or of the order of electron contribution.
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CHAPTER III

Theory of Kondo Effect

3 o1 Intrcduction

Experimental measurements of resistivity of the semiconductor PbS

revealed a logarithmic dependence of resistivity on temperature at low

temperatures. It is found for PbS with low carrier concentrations that

the resistivity decreases logarithmically from about 1°K with increasing

temperatures, and after passing through a minimum value, increases with

temperature, A lowering of the resistance due to the application of a

magnetic field at lew temperature, i.e. the negative magnetoresistance,

has also been observed In these crystals.

The phenomena mentioned above are similar to those observed in dilute

magnetic alloys. By assuming that the resistivity minimum in metal

alloy is a direct consequence of the spin-spin interaction between

localized magnetic impurities and the conduction electrons, Kondo was

able to derive the logarithmic temperature dependence of resistivity.

We note that the work of Gape and Hake (Phys, Rev, 139A 142 (1965)^
indicates that there is no necessary correlation between a resistance

minimum and the presence of localised magnetic states. However we

observe a logarithmic temperature dependence of resistivity and a very

good correlation between resistance minimum and negative magneto-

resistance so that In our case the resistance minimum is almost

certainly associated with localised moments, A Kondo type theory

therefore seems the most appropriate for our purpose although in its

original form it may not be strictly applicable to semiconductors.
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Section 3°2 summarizes the required quantum theory so as to clarify

the notation subsequently used* The material of this section can be

found in any standard text book and may be omitted„

3o2 Quantum Field Theory

j5o2„1 Introduction

In studying a system of many particles, we may attempt to generalize

cur usual SchrBdinger equation for a single particle into a SchrBdinger

equation for many particles„ However It is found that such extension

is not satisfactory because

(1) a many particle SehrBdinger equation is mathematically very

difficult to solve due to the increase in the number of

variables„

(2) in higtj energy physics where annihilation and creation of

particles takes place, the SchrBdinger equation is unable to

describe the phenomena, so a ''quantum field theory" has been

invented to deal with a many particle system„

The concept of classical fields is well known,, A classical field

is described by a function ^(r,t) of space-time whose behaviour is

determined by the classical field equation which may be derived from

a Lagrangian by the Lagrangian equation,,

The idea that a classical field may be thought of as being made

up by particles in a certain sense originates from the photo electric

effecto In the photo electric effect, experimental evidence leads to

the inevitable conclusion that the energy of an electromagnetic wave

of a given frequency cannot take on arbitrarily continuous values.
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Instead, it can just assume discrete values which are integral multiples

of hjh So one is led to the idea, that at least under certain

experimental conditions the electromagnetic wave* as a classical field

with its apparent continuity* may be regarded, as being composed of

particles - the photons, with each quantum of energy associated with

one photon. This crude physical picture is sufficient to explain the

photo electric effect, A rigorous quantum formalism has also been

developed to put the particle concept into a well defined quantitative

theory* based on concepts of quantum mechanics. The scheme of the theory

is (1) Set up the classical field theory by the Hamiltonian formalism.

That is first to find the Lagrangian so that the field equation

may be derived from the Lagrangian by the Lagrangian equation. From

the Lagrangian one defines the momentum of the field and hence

obtains the Hamiltonian as being the energy of the field. The

whole set up is similar to the Hamiltonian formalism of classical

mechanics of particles,

(2) In analogy to the formalism of quantum mechanics* we

postulate in the new theory that the field and its momentum

are to be replaced by operators satisfying certain commutation

relations, Alternatively*one may decompose the field into

Fourier series and regard the cceffients of the series as operators

satisfying the corresponding commutation relations. As a result*

the Hamiltonian is an operator,

(3) The energy of the field is postulated to be represented by

the Hamiltonian operator in the sense that the only measurable
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energy values of the field are the eigenvalues of the Harailtonian

operator„ One is then able to compute the energy by solving the

eigenvalue equation for the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian eigen¬

values are usually discrete. The physical interpretation is

therefore that each eigenvalue is a quantum of energy and the

corresponding eigenfunction is the wave function for the

corresponding quantum^ -or field particle.

The last two steps are called the quantization of the field which

bring out the particle concept from a continuous field by way of giving

discrete eigenvalues for the Hamiltonian.

So one obtains a quantum theory of the electromagnetic field. However

the ided is proved to be so fruitful that it has been extended to quantize

other fieldSp such as the field of sound waves in a continuum. People

even go one step further to quantize afield, this has no apparent

classical meaning as in the ease of the electromagnetic field. The only

justification then rests solely on the validity of its quantitative

predictions as compared with experimental results. The one that concerns

us is the formulation of a quantum field theory for the "electron field."

In quantum mechanics^, an electron is described by a. function of space r

and time t>/ say lp(£,t). f (r„t) itself has no direct physical meaning
as in the case of the'electromagnetic wave. Despite this,, one regards

the wave function lp(r,t) formally as the "electron field" with the
Sehrbdinger equation as the field, equation in as much as the electro¬

magnetic field is considered as the photon field with Maxwell equations

as field equations. Once this is done, one may then proceed to quantize
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the "electron field" in exactly the same way as one would do with the

electromagnetic field. Since our SehrBdinger equation is obtained by

quantizing our classical system, our present procedure of quantizing

the wave function again is also called the theory of second quantization.

We will discuss this theory in more detail now,

3,2,2 Quantization of the "Electron Field"

We proceed according to the procedure just mentioned

I o Set up a classical Lagrangian and Hamilton!.an formalism

We want to find a. function £ such that the field equation

(Schrbdinger equation for electron system) may be obtained from it,

j^2
It is found that jQ = i "fc (J)* - — (V (j>) (y(ft*) is the required
Lagrangian, i.e. the Lagrangian equation obtained will be the

SchrBdinger equation.

We define Momentum density % — i "to and Hamiltonian density

^ = n <j> _ £ = (1i2/2m) (V<p) (V ).
The total Hamiltonian which is regarded as the total energy of

the field is given by H = j~d^r ££ = J*d*^r (ti/2m) (y (p*)(v<p)
II, We expand our field variable ft (&t) by means of a complex Fourier Series

Suppose our field is enclosed in a cubic box of side L. It is well
1 ik.r 2n , \

known that the set of functions u^ = e where k = — (n.| sn^n^J
•5 ~

and v = L = volume of the box forms a complete orthonormal set, which

means that

(1) Orthonormality% I d^x uk*(x) u^x) = &~kktJv _ _

(2) Completeness? any function f(x) defined within the box may be

expressed as a linear combination of uk(£) i°e" f(x) = £ ckuk^—^
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with c^ = f d"^x u^*(x) f(x) by the orthonormality of ^(x)
- ]v

So we may write 4>(r,t) = £ a u. «= -=s- c a e1— with
k - - JV k -

ak = J d^r Uk*
We then postulate that (J)(r5t) ir(r^t) should be operators which satisfy
the following commutation relations?

[ Cj) (r,t), (J)(r1^,t)] = Oj OCr^t), u(r\t)] = 0^
[(jKr^t), it(r',t)] = lfc&Or^r')

a^. and a^.* are also operators and it may be shown that a^s a*} satisfy

the following commutation relations

V] - Cj [a|, " 0s [ak, af] -^kk-
These commutation relations completely determine the properties of

operator a*s and hence the properties of <|)(r,t) and H.
III„ Energy of the system

To find the eigenvalues of the energy operator H

H = ("fr2/2m) fd^r V<j>* 7<j>~ (li2/2m) j*d^r[ £ ~ik a* u*(r)][£ ik' a , u^,(r)]
k — — k' — —

= (h2/2m) £ k„k' a* aRl J"d5r u*(r) u^r) = £ ft a* aRkk' — — - — ~ ~ ~

with oi = ("h/2m)k.2

It can be shown purely mathematically using the commutation relations of

a and a* that?
K

(1) The eigenvalues. of H are nil o^ with n - 0S 1 2S „ „»„. i.e. let |

denote the corresponding eigenfunction/ then
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H| r.^> - n t | o Let |C> represent the lowest eigenstate

with lowest energy eigenvalue 0. This state is called the vacuum

state, and H |0> - 0„

(2) It may be shown that edgenfunctions belonging to different eigenvalues

are orthogonal to each other, i.e. <( k|k'> - 0 unless k = k! in

Dirae notation. We can normalize the eigenfunetion so that

< kjk> =1, so we have<k|k!> -£^5 •

(3) If j is the eigenfunction of H with eigenvalue riho^, then
(A) a*lnk^ ke fhe eigenfunction of H with eigenvalue

(n+ljfeo^. i.e. H a^Jn^ - (n+1 ) Ti a*k J nk>

Compare with H |(n+1)*> «= (n+1 )fr | (n+1 )^so a* | nR> = | (n+1 )R>
Hence a* is interpreted as the creation operator for particle

with energy lien. In particular we may prove that a* acting on

the vacuum state will create a state with energy i.e.

H(a*|0>) = "frca^a* |0» so we say a* creates a particle with
energy tio^_ on operating on the vacuum state. The one particle
state "Is denoted by | k> ,i.e. a* |0> = |k>

(B) ak|n^will be the eigenfunetion of H with eigenvalue (n-1
i.e. H ak|nk> = (n-1 )ti a^jn^also

H|(n-1 L>= (n-OlT \ I (n-1 soak|nk> = I (n"'>k>
Hence ak is interpreted as annihilation operator. In particular
one can show that ak l°> = 0 i.e. ak annihilates the vacuum.
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IV. Interaction Hamiltonlan

The Hamiltonian we discuss above is only for free field without

interactiono For a field with interaction energy V,
* O

The La.grangian £ - ifi <f> -

Momentum density % - ^ = ifi d) *

ifi
it $ - £ = — vQ*° 7<|>+ = X04 ^int

2m

int - 4>*V(f
The total energy operator is H = f ^r Ko + f^^int
V. Pauli Exclusion Principle and Quantum Field Theory

In the above quantization scheme there is no restriction as to the

number of particles allowed in a particular state. So the system of

particles described by the above quantum theory does not obey the

Pauli exclusion principle. It is therefore a system obeying Bose-Einstein

statistics. For our system of electrons obeying Pauli exclusion principle,

we must have a theory which allows .at most one particle in each state.

It can be rigorously shown that such a theory may be obtained by

changing our previous commutation relations to anticommutation relations.

That is by requiring the operators to satisfy the following relations

[(|)(r>t) <J)(£»t)} = <J>(r,t) (JXr'jt) + <j>(r' ,t) <j)(r,t) =0 ;

£ 7t(r,t) 7i(r\t)| = 0 i {<|>(r,t) n(r\t)J = iTi $ (r,r' )
These are equivalent tos

{AV} - \v + \A "0; {a|A'j °01 A'} * S ,0
The above so-called anticommutation relations will give the following

new properties to the operators
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(1 ) H = Z ak as before

(2) Ha* |0^ = ticu^ a* |0^ i.e. a* may again be interpreted as

creation operator which can create a particle state from vacuum. But

with the anticommutation relation it may be shewn that

(A) a£ I - ° i.e. a* a* | 0> = 0

(B) the Hamiltonian eigenvalues for a particular k state is either

0 or No eigenvalues of nfiah exist.

Hence the physical result that we cannot put two particles in the

same state.

(C) The has the usual properties of annihilation operators*

i.e. ak |k> = 0 % ak |°> = 0.
So we have finally obtained a quantum field theory for electrons obeying

Pauli exclusion principle and it is this theory that we shall use for

our discussion of the Kondo effect.

3.2.3 Quantum Theory of Spin

I. Quantum Mechanical Treatment of Spin

In elementary quantum mechanics in which one just considers

particles without spin* the state is described by a wave function of space

and time (r*t). The easiest way of extending the theory to accommodate

spin is to assume that a particle with spin \ should be described by a

two-component wave function* i.e.
l|> (r*t)

with

ML±(i>t),
I d i 2

I * ip _i(r*t)| dX being interpreted as the probability
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of finding the particle in volume dX at rat with z-component of

spin equal to p (i.e. spin up) and z-component of spin equal to

-pi (i.e. spin down) respectively„

Alternatively, one may still formally retain the one-component

appearance of the wave function by introducing the concept of spin

coordinate and spin functions. Firstly one introduces a new variable £

which takes only two values + p Then one defines a one-component wave

function of r^t and y by

^ ) = vp j_(r,t) if "5 = i
if ^ - -i

i.e. ^(ratap =^px(r„t) s ^(r„ts--|) = .i(£at)
The variable 4 , introduced just for the sake of spina is called spin

variable. So we see that ^ (ratf^) contains the same information about

the particle as the original two-component wave function. This may

be made even clearer if we define two mere functions of the variable ^
only in the following way. We define

«(<) = 1 if 5 - \ 0($) = o if < = \
a ( € ) by and (3(4) by

«= 0 if £ = = 1 if J = -J
Then we can immediately verify lhat y (r»t, £ ) =ipi_(£it)a(^)+ tp_i_(£,t)|3(£)
and oc(^ )a (3 ( ) being functions of the spin coordinate ^ only are
called spin functions. One can show that a(4)a P(^) are -eigenfunctions
Of the z-component spin operators 5Z with eigenvalues pi and -p
respectively^ i.e. Sz«(^) = pa( J )j SZP( ^ = "^(5^
It can be shown that:
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1 „ The spin operators S s S <, S may be represented by the following
x y z

matrices

and a(<£ ), P(^) may be represented by column matrices
a(ij) - (q) 2 P(f) - (°)

2 o S^cc ( -£ ) - ( 5 ) Sx(3 ( ^ ) = |fia: ( ^ )
Sya($) = V(?} -4fia(^}

3o The set of spin functions are orthoncrmal with each other in the

sense" that

£a($)ct(^) = 1 £p(<)p($) = 1 j Eoc($)p(£) = 0
4„ There are 2 operators in spin theory corresponding more or less

to the creation and annihilation operators„ They are

S = 8 + i S and S = S - i S
+ x y x y

One can show that?

A. S+ operating on a state with z-eomponent spin --gfr will create a
state with z-eomponent spin -gifr

S+PC£) = (Sx 4 i sy)p$) = SxP(£) + i syp#) =-ha(5)
so S may be interpreted as "spin flip up" operator.4-

B„ S operating on a state with z-eomponent spin 4--gfi will create a

state with z-eomponent spin -■§&

S_cc($) - (Sx - i Sy)a^) = tp(£)
so S may be interpreted as "spin flip down" operator.

We so far only consider 2 special spin functions of a single

conduction electron,a(£) and p which have z-component spin 4-gfi. and
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-■gfu Now if we consider the more general case^A/the spin of an atom,

then the z-component of spin of the atom may take values other than

If the maximum z--eomponent cf spin of atom is «]>■§* then it may be shown

that the other possible z-component of spin will be m = j, j_1_j,

and the spin state is denoted by | j7m) . j, the maximum z-component

of spin value of the atom and the actual value of z-component of spin

of the state m. And Sz J j,m^ - nih
A perturbation which causes the spin to change will be represented

by the spin flip operator S, and S . It can be proved mathematically that

3+ | J, m> = 7( j-m) (j+m-fl ) "h |js m+1>
S_ | j, rrf> = J'( j+m)(j-m+1 ) ti J j, m~1>

One sees that when the "spin flip up" and "spin flip down" operators

act on the state | j,mS a we obtain state f j, m+f^ and|j, m-1^ with
different coefficients. The difference in coefficients implies that the

physical effect in file 2 processes are not the same. They are not

symmetrical processes. In particular, if the particle is already in its

lowest spin state, then one can see that the "spin flip down" operator

operating on it will not give another state

V | j, m) = J( j+m){ j-m+1 ) ti |j, m-T^ = 0 for m= -j
and in general processes S+ S ^ S S+

For electron with j=^, we have

s+a^)=s+!^i> = °' P(J?) = s„ I h -i) = 0
Notes There is another definition of spin operators as used by Landau

in his book Quantum Mechanics. That is to represent spin operator by
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q -if0 1) o S ~ if0 ~1) ° S -I4 01Sx - 2(1 0} * y - 24 0 p z - 2 0 -1

In this convention the eigenvalues of S will be +j? instead of +-gfes2 —«= —

and all our formulae will again be valid if we just drop the £u

Following Rondo, we will use this convention in our calculation later on

II„ Quantum Field Treatment of Spin

To obtain a quantum field theory of electron with spin, we should

now quantize the electron field specified by our new wave function

(j)(r,t, £)„ We know that

<j)(r,t, = <pi_(r,t) a( £) + i(r,t)|3( €, ) = £ 4^-^^as^ )2 2 s

where S = 3 cti ( $) = a ( *£) *° a 1 ( ;$ ) = |3 ( « )—

2 ^ -2

y (r,t) being function of r,t only may again be expanded in terms ofs

Fourier series

= £ aks uk = ^ akS •€

with a,ks

ik.r

k = k

r A jr t1-- th-t)
) . L - £ \s \s (£. | )

xv 3 —' —' KS

where Uks (r, £ ) = Ufe(£) ccg(£)
The quantization procedure is done by requiring the a to satisfy the

KS

following anticommutation relations?

faks,ak's'} = 0 1 {aks, ak's'} = ° 1 {aks, aSlst} = ^kk1 S
The free field Hamiltonian may be shown to be

H
ks * \aksaks "here \ = sh!
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The properties of operators a and a* are the same as before and hence
K8 KS

they have the same physical interpretation, e.g. a*g = creation
operator for a particle with energy tio) and z-eomponent spin S„ In

s

particular^ the Pauli exclusion principle is satisfied.

References for Quantum Field Theory

1. Introduction to Quantum Field Theory (Mandl)

2. Quantum Mechanics (Schiff)

3. Quantum Mechanics (Landau and Lifshitz)
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3o3 Rondo's Theory of Logarithmic Temperature Dependence of Resistivity

This chapter follows the treatment given by Rondo (Prog, Theor.

Physics^ 32s, p. 37s> 19^4), but the steps of the calculation are given in

considerably greater detail. In chapter 6 we consider the modifications

necessary to adapt the Rondo theory to the semiconductor case,

3,3.1 Basic Assumption of Rondo's Theory

As mentioned beforeRondo assumed that the resistivity minimum

found in dilute magnetic alloys is due to the ^spin-spin interaction

between localized magnetic impurity atoms and the conduction electrons.

This may be formulated quantitatively using quantum field theory.

Let the impurity atoms be fixed at positions with spin

represented by the operator Sn. Assume that spin~spin interaction

between the conduction electrons and. the impurities may be represented

by an interaction Hamilton!an density

%int (r> 5 ) = 4>* 9 )y(~) 5 ) wlth v(£) = -Z g ^£"Sn)
n

where A spin operator for electron^ i.S = 4 S + A 3 S $
- A —n nx "y ny z nz

£ (r-I^) is the Dirac % -function^ g is a constant called the coupling
constant whose value indicates the strength of the interaction^ the

negative sign is a convention only as the g may be positive or negative.

Note that with the Spin coordinate appearing in , n^a the total Hamiltonian
is obtained by summing over the spin coordinate as well as the usual

integration over the volumea i.e.

Hint " | f " " I f d3£<f>*(r,5)gZ S (r-R_U.S^ <f> ir, 5)5 > n
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„ik.r
Recall "

£ 7v~ "i« a.(5)
Ik'r „ik„r

Hint=-Srz a:iZL, aksas(5'
5 n k's' JV — ks^/V -

= =! ZL 7 ^-n a ,(C)ioS a (5) a*, , aV £—- k-,—j k, §' 7 ■«, _n s w > k s ks
n k s" — —

& 5

Introduce a new set of notations a s a s a 9 a, s a* . a* for brevity+ =■ K-ir K«= &+ K=»

let a+( £ ) = ai.( $) = a( £)| «=( 5 ) = a ,1/ 5 ) = P(5 )®

V ~~1 VVl; V:= ali1 aI-= al4 1
The state of an electron with energy "ft and spin-up is represented by

| k+> (and jkk> for spin down).
Gonsider T~ d , ($) U S +4 S S )a (<) a*, ,a, =7" ©+(^+(5]

.r—« s ' A,x nx y ny z nz s' k's ks £—5 ^ WSS *7 « —. gjjg«

/ W = / o£ S a a*t ja = / a ^i a S a*, ,a'—t- ^ L—-r s «x nx s k's' ks £—rd, s^x s nx k s' ks
ssjg ss£ — — ss^ — —

= 7 [a,/ a.S , a*, a + a j a S a*, a + a A ct S a*, aL 4 x + nx k + k+ = nx k - k- +*nx - nx k' + k-
5

+ a ^ a ,S a*, a ]
- ^x + nx k - k+4

-Y [a,(4a )S a*,,a1 + a(ia,)S a*, a + a,(4a,)S a*, aL
nx k' + k+ -*<= + nx k - k- + ^ + ' nx k'+ k-

+ a (-goe )S a*, a ]-" - nx k ■= k4 J

= i S a*, a + 4 S a*, ah by the oi'thonormality of the spin
nX K + K— nX K <=> Krr

functions„ Similarily

(2} — J a 1A a S a*, , a ea — — S a *, a 4- -^S a*, a*—<Z -J s y s ny k' s1 ks ' 2 ny k + k- 2 ny k - k+
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} R) = T~ a ,X a S a*, ,a. = is a*, a. —|s a*, at-—r- v-/ z—r s"*»z s nz k s ks nz k + k+ nz k - k-
SSTJ — - - — - -

z; © + © + ©J=i(Snx-1Snr)ak'+V + i(Snx + iSny)ak'-ak+
ssj£ — — —

+ i^S (a*, a — a*, a )d nz k'+ k+ k - k-

= b [ (a*, a, — a*, a )S + a*,< a, S + a*, a. ,S . ]2 LV k + k+ Tc'~ k- nz k'+ k- n- k- k+ n+J

So finally

Hlnt " - f i ZZ, & ~ ~~ "»aJ'+ak+- aJ'-ak->Sn2 + "J'+VA-nk k' ____ _ _

+a*, a. S ,]k - k+ n+

let \ ~ - ~ where N Is the total number of atoms in the crystal

i- N
J=f g- being proportional to g, is a measure of the coupling

strength.
i(k-k*)R

H. , = H' = -(£) 6 "" n a, —a*, a. ) « + a*,a, S +int N f.. i ' v k + k+ k - k- nz k k- n-
nkk

af'~ a5E+£>n+] (3-J-1-1)
In order to find the resistivity^ ie to find conductivity § which

involves a relaxation time X > we have to find the energy dependence on

X • ThisT can be obtained if we know the transition probability.

So first of all we have to calculate the transition probability.

The transition; probability per unit time from the initial state a to

the final state b is given to the second Born approximation by

2it
- 11~) Lw" I*1'-.- +o c a Ub a.b ba.

c^a

Where c.c. denote complex conjugate; (3-3-1-2)

W(a^b) -^i(£a-£b)[H'abP'ba + r(H'acH'obH'ba + °. $) ]

a,b,c denote states of the system and £ , , £ are their energies and
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H' , is the matrix element of H' = H. , between the two states„ We shallab int

not derive this transition probability W, but we want to say a few things

about it,

(1) The appearance of the o -function implied W(a-»b)=0 unless

£a = £b* and this implies that our scattering process is an elastic one,
ie. the energy of the incoming particle is equal to the energy of the outgoing particle

after collision (energy conserved).

But at ^ ( £, - £ ) = c®, Should W(a-^b) go to infinity?

It should not! The reason is as followss All physical measurements are

performed within a finite time interval, according to the uncertainty

principle , ~ . This implies that all energy levels are not

absolutely sharpj and hence the physically measured transition probability

W(a-^b) is actually for transition from to a group of final states

with energy around £ . So we need to integrate the above expression and
this will then eliminate the singular behaviour of the I function,

(2) We shall assume that the contribution due to the interaction

between the spin of the impurities themselves is very small and may.be

neglected,

3-2 Calculation of Matrix Elements and Transition Probability in

the First Order Born Approximation

The first order Born approximation involves only matrix elements

H'
, and H' , so it is interpreted as tht contribution due to directab ba.

transitions from state "a to state b. We shall show that this process only

gives a temperature independent term to the resistivity.
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We consider the following transitions;

Casel Transition of electron from i £ +y toi £'+? without change of spin
The wave function of the system consists of wave functions of the

impurity and the electron

We assume that impurity is spatially fixed so it may be represented by

its spin function only. Let its maximum z-component spin be denoted
~th.

by j, then its spin function may be written as | j;M ^ describing the n

impurity with z-component spin M^. So,
simply J = | k+;jfO Matrix elements H'-+]y[ =

— n' — n

<k+; J Mh|H'| k'+; j (the impurity spin is unchanged).
Now substitute the expression for H' given in equation (3-3-1-1) into

it, we have

H'k+,k'+ = H'k+M; , k'+M. = " ^ ® + © + ® + © J
— — n — n — n n

0 = contribution from the first term in H'
= jL, e1j«n |aj1+ ak+ SSz| k'+; j
= £ -i )Sh^£+; J ^ |a^t+ „n | o, ^

°°° ^nzf—'+* J Mn^= Mn \-+i f°P " = nj
= 0 for n ^ n

a, M | k'+; j M \ = M 10; j M \ for k = k'k+ n I - ' ° n/ n « ry — -

= 0 for k k'

>Yimp
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a*k'+ Yi I2* ~ Yl I—'an(^ ^e or^onorrnal property of

eigenfunctions ie ^k+^ j j k'+j j M S = 1 for k' = k
= 0 for k' k

©X~ i(k-k')R_" ,4t=€ n / k+j j M la* , a S- I k'+; j M N =0kk'n \ — n| k'- k~ nz \ — J iy

©Y~ i^~^' )R~£-t^Q n/k+; j M la*, a S- | k'+j jM N = 0kk n \— ' n | k + k~ n- I — ° n/

©"S. i (k-k® )R-"n / k+; j M I a*, a. S- I k'+j J M \kk n \ * u n I k - k+ n+l- ° n/

'/ s^+|I'+^Mn) = J(j~Mn)(j^n+i) | £•+; j(Mn+i)y

©V" /,i(k'-k')R . —-: L-^ n JCj-Mn)(j4Mn+l) <^k+; j Mn |a*k,_ |0; jM^= 0
IT I _ rJ\ Y i(k-E )R°
k+,k'+ N f—1C ~~ n M Similarly
— — n n

t T 1 ^-n'
Hi, - =-(J) / -C M ,k +,k+ VN *—r n

n

J2V- o r- T? i (k-k')(fl)
Hence Hi r. Hf, - = (£) / M + / , (£)2 P M M ,k+,k+- k'+,k+ N t n *—7—, vNy ^ n n'

— — — — n=n n^n'

The second term in the above expression may be interpreted as the

contribution due to interaction between impurities indirectly through

conduction electrons. As mentioned before, we assume this to be small

and may be neglected.

Recall that is related to j and with the assumption that

2
the localized spins are randomly oriented, one can show by summing

from -j to +j that

£Mn2 = 1 j ( J+1 ) CN
n
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where j is the maximum value of M , being either tile integer or half integer „

C is the impurity eoneentration,which is Ihe probability of an atom being an

impurity atom.

N is total number of atoms in the crystal. Hence CN is the total

number of impurity atoms.

So transition probability W(a-^b) for the transition is

$ (Jwf\ J(J+D CNS(£j-££1) - 2" )c SC£E-££.)
(313-2-1 )

which is independent of temperature, and one may expect it to contribute

a constant term in resistivity as will be confirmed later.

Case II Transition of electron from_Llz> to |k'~y without change of spin
By repeating the calculations of Case I, we easily obtain identical

results for the first order Born transition probability. The matrix

elements are the same as those in case I apart from a negative sign.

Case III Transition of electron from j k-Q tojk'-^ with spin flip down
Matrix element =(£+> J Mj h'| k1 -; j(Mn+l)>

Notice that conservation of spin requires the impurity spin M to flip

up, so the final impurity state has spin M^+1.

Hk+, k' - ,k'-(M+l) = " N ^ © + ® + © + ^
— — n — n — n n

0 - ak+ Snz | £'->• 0(Mn-O> - 0

© (±+> J«n |a|<- V Snz | J<V")
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= - £V ^-n ( k+^ j Mn I k'-j j(Mn+1 )) = 0k1"

(k-k* ^ jR.~

0 - g_€ ' J «n| aj,+ ?i_S5_ |E'-; j(Mn+1)>
= Z_ el(-'"-!-n J(j+Vl)(j-Mn)(k>! J Mn| *'+* J Mn)

i(k'-k)R
= e n ycj+Mn+D(j-Mn)

© - EL (g+;JM l a.,_ S-+|k'-; j(Mn+iy>-0kk n ' — — 1

Hk+, £'- = X[H'k4M ,k'-(M +1) = ~
n — n — n n

Similarly = -(|) T-&1 C-~- / (J^+1 )(J-Mn>)
— ' — n' *

H'k+,k'- Hk'-,k+ = 4)2Z (j+Mn+l)(j-Mn) + (terms with n^n1

which represents correlation between impurities and will be neglected)

Now £ (J* +1)(j-M ) - l_[j2-«n2+j-M] = (J2+J'-LM„2 'I. Kn
n n n n n

= CN [j2+j - 1 J(j+1)] = | CN j(j+ 1)
Hence the contribution to the first order Born transition probability is

^0 j(J+d $(£g-£j,) (3-3-2-2)
Case IV Transition of electron from | k-^ to|k'+^with spin flip up

Repeat calculations as in Case III. In this ease., the impurity

spin should flip down. So we have

H'S-k'+ = I H'kJ« , £'+ (« -1 ) =0; J Mn I H' I J<Mn-1 »>
-/— n — n — n
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- - $I el(£~- yu-vDcj<v
n ■*

Sim±larly
_ r i(k'~k)R , ,

h£.+,E- =-(ij'4e " y(J"Mn+1){J"Mn)
H'k-,£'+HW- " <l'2^ Cj-Mn+1 )(J-^n) - |CN j(j+l)

Hence the contribution to first order Born transition probability is

the same as in Case III.

3.3.3 Calculations of Matrix Elemements and Transitions Probability

due to Second Order Born Approximation

This contains the products of matrix elements H' H' _ with sum over
ac cb

|g^ . The natural interpretation is that it represents the transition

from |a^-»|b^in 2 steps with | c^as intermediate state, ie |
Since it sums over all possible )c^, we must enumerate all physically

possible transitions from J ay to |b> by the 2 steps process. We
now consider the following transitions as in 1st order Born transitions.

Case I transition

There are four possible processes :

Process 1 ; Electron in state J k+^ scattered to |q+y , then to | k' +> ,

ie 1 i+)~? This process is physically possible only if

ia+> is unoccupied and this has a probability (1 - f°). The 2nd order
Born transition probability term may be written as

^ ^ £k ~ £• k' ^ ZL k+,q+H' q+,k'+ H k'+,k+ + C,C" ^ ^1 "fq^^ £ k ~ ^
The calculations of matrix elements are the same as in 1st order term,

so we immediately write out the expressions for matrix elements using

the results obtained previously.
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i(q-k)R r- i(k'-q)R ,T n q-x-jn. T r- i .

H' - = -(£)/ C " " "n M , H" » ~d)/_ € ~ ~n M ,k+,q+ N L—^ n q-t-,kfy- N n'
- 2 n 2 * _ n

_ Ifk-k')R „

H'_ - = -(t) > f> ~ ~ ~ wiV_L VJ. "NT ' / ^ -nk+,k+ N *" n

I[ (q-k)R + (k' -q)R. ,+fk-k' )R ,,]
H'- H' r, H'w - - -f4-)5Z__€- ~n ~ " "n "M M ,M I(k+,q+ q+,k + k+,k+ N ^n n n n2 2 31 _ _ * _ nil n

J^ ^
— -(^) /_ n + ^erms with n^n'^n" represent correlation between

n

impurities and are neglected)

so (A) becomes

f* (. i,3 T j-f (A.)N - - 11 ? Ck-lq
("extra factor 2 comes from the complex conjugate terms)

Process 2i One of the electrons in state | q+^ is first scattered tojk'+^ ,

and then the electron in state J k+^ fills up the state !s+> which is
now empty„

I S+> ~

I b> -s. 19j>
This process is possible if q+ state is occupied and it has a. probability f

The second order Born transition term may be written as

4r-S<tk-t£.> L IhV,£'+hWh'e;E + c-c- J E ) (B)
- - q ______ - / k q

The calculation of the matrix elements is the same as in process 1,

which gives

-2f-f-f-'3S(E£-££,>LM? Lf;/f£r£k'> fB'>
n n q 2 ' _ _

Process 3» During the process of transition, the sign of the spin may
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be changed in the intermediate state. Electron in state | k+^ is first
th

scattered to state ls->. while the z-component of spin of the n atom
is increased by 1 from M. —> M. +1 due to conservation of spin. Then the

n n

electron is again scattered tojk'-^and the z-component of spin of the
n^ atom returns to M .

n

I |s-> I

In this process, the second order Born approximation may be written as

^ C H' g^nHS^nPn+C'C *3 0 "fq}/ (£k ~ £q} (G}
The matrix elements can be written out immediately using results

obtained in the first order term

i(q-K)R
H'k+M ,a-fM = ~('ir) ^- n 3 n .

i("k'-q)R ,

= > e jn^rn^rr
- n - n

H> T ifk-k1)R
k'+M ,k+M = -( — ) f> " " M- n - n N ^ n

H
k+M q-(M +1 )H q-CM +1 ),k'+M H k'+M ,k+M
- n - n - n - n - n-n

, J v5 iKq-K)Rn + (k'-q)R , + (K-fifa „,= "( — /€ 'n ~ nJM(j+M+1)(J-M )
n n n

= Mn (J"Mn)(J4Mn+1)-
so the 2nd order Born term (0) becomes

the factor 2 comes from the c.c. terms.
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Prodess 4 One of the electrons in state \ £-)■ is first scattered to

the state | k' +)• vrlnle the impurity atom spin is decreased by 1 from

Mr M^-1 „ Then the electron with | k*+^> fills the state | q-"^ and the
component of spin of the impurity atan is increased by 1 from (M -1 )—.v

n n

r—> I 9r > n > \ +> > | k' +/
list transition > final state

! JMn> f. | j (Mn-1^- ■> i jM„ > J
I,- \ j2nd transition

—i

The second order Born approximation in this process can be written as

— ) ZL q„M k' + (M =1 ) H'k+ (M ~l),q-M
— — qn i n — v n - v n ' — n

H'
k' +M , k+M + c.c.l f ° /(£-/- £ ) (D)
— n — n J q / v k q v ;

The matrix elements can be written out immediately using results

obtained in the 1st order term s

H'q-M ,k'+(M -1) ^ J (J-^n4"1 )(J+Mn)
— n — v n

i(k-q)R
H! — (Z-) <0 "~n

k+(«n-1 )> q-Mn ~VN; ^ /( j -Mn+I)(j+Mn)
So equation (D ) becomes

2 fT ^ ) (-jf) ^_Mn(j4Mn)(j'J/1n+1 ) ^ffq / ^£q"^k'^ ^
So the total contribution due to these 4 processes is given by

(A') + (B*) + (C1) + (D')s apart from the common factor ^ <S ( £gi)

L o-f°)/(£j -£,) - •/(£<,- £gt>



+2 (. EO-f;)/(££
n q — ± —

2 (- i)3 L «n(J«n)(J-Mn+l ) I fV( g _£ ) (3.3.3.,')n Q q Q k

The first and second terms in (3-3-3-1') were obtained originally with

the help of the Fermi distribution function,a* the first term is possible

only if state j q+(> has a probability of being unoccupied, that is

(1-f^) ^ 0. Hence the expression involves f°. Combining these 2 terms
and noting that £- = £r,, we obtainK

2(_ — y M ^ y — ■■1—-v N L- n L. c -
_ c

n q C k Cq

This expression does not involve the Fermi distribution function f°. ^

that is it ignores the Paul! Principle, Remember that these 2

processes do not involve spin flip. This situation is usually

encountered when the perturbing system has no internal degree of

freedom. They are of the same nature as the corresponding direct

transitions in the first order Born terms, so we expect it to contribute

a constant term to resistivity. However, this comes from the 2nd

order Born approximation which means that its constant contribution to

resistivity must be much smaller than the constant contribution due to

the first order Born terms. So we shall neglect it.

For the same reason we shall discard the terms which do not involve

f° in the third and fourth term of (3-3-3-1')* and we only keep those

terms containing f°, and so, (3-3-3-1') becomes
q

3 v

H-*) I Mn2 £ fV( I - £-) with Im 2 = ij(j+i )cn (3-3-3-1)
N n S
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Remember the Jvd and 4th terms in (5-3-3-1') involve "spin flip"

in the intermediate states. In the 3rd process^, the z-compcnent of

a localized spin was first increased and then decreased whereas in the

4th process^ it was first decreased and then increased. As we

stressed before the spin flip operators S+;, S~ do not have an identical

effect and in particular S+S- ^ S-S+. It is this non-symmetrical flip

of localized spins that give rise to the temperature dependence of

resistivity.

Let g( £ ) = 1 Y_ f °/(6q - I) (3-3-3-1" ' )
then equation-(3-3-3-1") becomes

"J
4 | j j(j+i )c g( £ )

so the 2nd order Born terms in this transition become, (from (J- J-1-1))

W(k+->k+) = (SnJ2 J(j+1 )c/3k} 4j g( £k) S( ££~ 8£i ) (3-3-3-1 )
Case II j k k' 3> transition

There is nothing physically new in this case. One only needs to

repeat all the calculations and it turns out that an identical result

is obtained for the transition probability.

Case III transition

In this process in which the electron with}k-K> is scattered to
*th x

the state } k'-(> while 'the n spin of the impurity atom increases its

z-component by unity from to Mn+1• The transition may also be
achieved by the following four processes.
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Process 1 The state of the electron Is first changed from j k+^> tojq-^
the z-component spin of the n^1 impurity atom being increased from

to M^+1, and then the electron is scattered from J q.tojk'-^ 3

while the impurity spin remains unchanged in the last transition,

I £+> I s-> > I £' ->
/Mn> |J/Mn+1> ltMn+1l>

Process 2 One of the occupied states, denoted by t q~y is changed to

jk'~>with the z-component of the localized spin being unchanged. Then
the electron withjk+^> fills up the empty state j q->, while the z-component
localized spin is increased by unity.

—> | a-> r —=> II1 -> > 1£'->•*
j 1st transition j final state

|j,V > |jM > ^!j/Mn+l)>
/2nd transition

Process j? The electron with}k+^ is scattered to the unoccupied state

jq+> , all the z-component of the. localized spin being unchanged, and
then to the state j k;' , M being increased by unity.

| k+ > I q+\ | k'
~

—> 1 ~ => ~ s

|J'Mn> ^(Mn+1)>
Process 4 One of the occupied states|q+^ is changed to state j k'

being increased by unity. Then the electron with f k+^ is scattered

to the empty state j q+)> , all the z-component of the localized spin

being unchanged.

}I a+ > ——■» I 1' -> > I £' ->
1st transition / final state

I J/Mr> : -> I J/ (Mn+1 ^ » |J/Mn+1 ^
i — % f 2nd transition
11+/ J

1
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The total, transition probability for all these processes is

calculated by summing over all the impurities in exactly the same way

as before and found to be

W (£+-*£*-) 0 {4 n j2j(j+1) c/?h N> 4j g( £k) $(g- - £ p) (5-3-5-2)
The transition probability in this case is twice that of case I.

Case IV k®+) transition

Similar calculations give the total transition probability which

is the same as in case III„

3.3.4 A Summary of Results

We have calculated the transition probability up to the 2nd order

Born approximation. Replace the notation j by S, k by k and k' by

k' in equation (3-3-2-1), (3-3-3-1) and (3-3-2-2). (3-3-3-2) to give the

same form as the Kondo equation. For transition without spin flip

(Case I or II in 3*3*2 and 3*3»3)

W (k+—>k'+ ) - 2ti J2 S(S+1 )G/3k(l+4j g( £k)) $( £k- £k, ) (3-3-4-1)
For transition with spin flip (Case III or IV in 3-3-2 and 3.3-3)

W (k +->k,;f) = 47i J2 S(S+l)C/5fiN (1+4J g( £k)] S( £k- £k,) (30-4-2)
3.3.5 Calculation for the Temperature Dependence of Resistivity

When the state k + is occupied and k'+ is empty, the rate of
-f-

change of distribution function f— due to scattering is given by
xC

equation (1-3-2)

<TT- 4ou-L Efi' (,-f? - f*(14)]
k»
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V i x ±

+ L [fk! 0 -fk) - (1 - fk, )] W (k + —$.k' + )

Z+ + V™ - +-( fk~ ~ fk ^ w(- ±->^'1) +L (fk. - fk) W(k +-*k+) (5-3-5-1 )k' — — k! — —

+

When the electric field E is applied along x' direction, f may be
K

expressed by

4 - fk -E v ^(£k >
As mentioned before, the transition is possible only if £ = ,

_ j£ "JK

£-k ° £p
hence f£ = ^ = 1 / (^ kT + l)
consider 1st term in (3-3-5-1)

II W(k i—>k' + ) (f*, - f■* ) = JT W(t +-*k' + )(f±, - f° + f°-f*)
= ~^W(ki->k+) (f* - f°) +£w(ki-*'£)(fjt - f°)

But the 2nd term in the above equation

J_ w(k+-*k'± ) (f* - f° ) = ^w(kt~>k'+ )(fk° - e kx, §(£k.)-fk)k® — — k/ — —

= - 2L W(k+^k'+) E K , $(L,) =0
k' " ~ x -

The reason is: (1 ) for each K. . there is an -X ,
x x

(2) Transition probability W(kfc->k'+-) = W(kj-*-k'+ )

(5) £kt a (-k»)2 - K2
Therefore 1st term in (3-3-5-1) becomes

- W(ki-»k'i )(f£ - f°)
Similarly for 2nd term in (3-3-5-1), so (3-3-5-1) becomes
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^ f* +

(
a f ^ = "(fk"fk) [W(k+-^k' + ) +W(k±^k'7 )] (3-3-5-2)

coll k'

Now from general theory of scattering mechanism, ie equation (1-3-4)
x f* f* - f'°

we have , a k \
_ Ij ^

\ -»v ' —> <=>
0 t Ck

coll -

t ~ ZI [W(ki-4&'± ) + w(k± —>k!X )]
Ll, T7T°*-k k

gives the value for the relaxation time t*k' Substitute equation
(3_3_4-1) and (3-3-A-2) for transition probability

1
B 6k J2 S(SH )C [, + 4J g(£ )]J5( £ f )

•k 3hN _ IS' _ _

_ 6-jt J2 S(S+1 )C r, ^ ,IT , c X. 1[1 +4Jg(£k)]l £S(£k-£k«>3hN k7
o —

where Nq is the number of atoms per unit volume^ V is the volume of
the crystal. Consider fjo

? [5(££-
4tu r° + 2

_j? | | [-— (k2-kt2)] k'2 dk'
=

1? I P(k2" k,2)k'2 ^*>4^0'
, » _

5? i r x f-\r vM_l x An vi»
_ f [,'(**-)♦ S(k+k')] k- dk' (".• S(r2.x2)=|_c i(a_x)+of\

for a> 0 )
m

, 2 mkk =

2-n;2fi2k 2n2"h2
&q

(
. j" k'2 J(k-k')dk'=k2 and
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j k'2 |(k+k')dk' = ^ k'^ S[k'~(«k)]dk' =0 ask' is positive, so it ^-k)
6 s

1
_ "V2 S(Sfl)C mk r -1 . j, T r( c u•

X, 5 i

Let z = number of conduction electrons per atom = n/N0 /Q

(2m) <. 3/2where n = number of conduction electrons per unit volume =

k 3 "F
2 a

As tlie majority of conduction electrons art at the Fermi surface, we can

replace k by k^. then
mk° 2m k° 3n 3z

N07h2 2tt2 2N0 £p 2 Cp
finally ,

= J2S(S+1 )C f1 + 4j g( £ }] (>w)
2 Cp h t

where g( £. )is a function of energy given by equation (5-3-5-1"' )

We shall now examine the limiting case of g( £ ) when temperature
ic

T is at absolute zero, and hence investigate the dependence of the

transition probability on the energy of the initial state which is
is

entirely contained in the function g( £, )
K

At T = 0, f° = 1 for q < E and f° = 0 for q> k„
q — q —

then equation (3-3-3-1"') becomes

g( &k) = f 2. -1 , -
sum up to cQ- t k

~ = ~ ~~ "fe2k2
Assuming free electron £-k relationship ~
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. . 1 k 1 2m

g( Lk) = - J" 2 2 ' i?
o 2. - k

Considering the V to be large, we see that q may be regarded as a

continuous variable and the summation may be replaced ail integral by the

well known procedure. ^ / —^1—— ( dPq' V
q (2rc)5 } ~

g
grc 1 rk° I

= 2m "1 h J* qg dq
I$2 (2-rt)o q2-k2 n£2 (2nP Jo ~ q2-k2

m ,, k ik-k0iN mk« , . k
2—» (kfl+-lnUZy) = __££_ ( 1 + _ ln-

Nfc 2 k+k0 uTJh 21^,

k~k0
k+k0

( 1.1- lnlllhl) .2. JL, (nil, _2£U)
27TC\ep 2k0 1 k+kj 2 N„Sp 2k0 k+k0 1
5 z ( 1 + JL lnji^l) for T=rO (»5_4)
2 L 2ko 1 k+k0F

The function g(£, ) has a logarithmic singularity at k = k . This is
.K O

introduced by taking the step function as the distribution function at

T=0, and so g( £ ) diverges when £k appraoches £p. This divergence
arises from neglecting the energy of the localized magnetic impurity

system. Therefore when considering s-d interaction at or near

absolute zero, the exchange interaction between the localized impurity

spins and the anisotropy energy for the direction of the spin relative

to the crystalline axes needs to be taken into account. However, when

we consider interaction for a temperature range somewhat higher than

absolute zero, equation (3-3-\5-1"' ) will not cause divergence trouble.
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We can still see from equation (3-3-5-4) and the expressions for

the transition probability (3-3-4-1) and (3-3-4-2) that if the

interaction coupling strength J is negative* the transition probability

W increases when an electron approaches the Fermi surface, since the

average of fk-kej for thermally excited electrons is proportional to

T for iyo„ We can see that at finite temperature the transition

probability will be proportional to in T* and so we expect resistivity

due to spin-spin interaction should have a term proportional to In T.

From the standard theory* the conductivity is given by equation

(1-3-14)

<r * --4-jriX —i. A12it - — — , -

a&k
The resistivity is the inverse of <T"

2^1 i2ir 1

f Cf , /k dfC \ i,7. 1/,. £ A

is given by equation (3-3-5-3)
r2 „2

r 3? ZJ s(s+i )C r1 (1+4J g( ik))-1^[cp ^3"1(1-4jg(£k:))
2 EFii - Jm

■■■!

, //il 1 Q 3TCmJ S (S+1 ) V \where z = n/(-) ; f = rr (3-3-5-5)V
"^M 2 £ n £p N

m jo-<w g( ZJVd3k
- -

"k

. -cj3« °
A -AdjV, g( E£)£ d?k
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1 ? dfv ^
J where A-h/. —crk

m r ^ o-f ? ■ \ -x J ,iw k
1-(4J/A) j Vk Ck —^ dk

-°4 J%ii I[i^j/A» £i£s<£k> jfd5kl supp°se a»4j]4e( Vja
df.

To evaluate As

j3-, I, ,2., ..,2m k,e 4it / 2m m r4 ,r
as d k = Aisk dk = Aixk —?r- dfc = ——y— £d d£"h2k

\{2 fi d\ -,0Vk dek 1?
rV2 df rc d£

df V r df
We consider r to behave as a 0 function at / , ie -rrpdf, p d£r

then

fttJaS f 5/2 1at3
-J?- F " " m

^ t rE(£Cp J 6 V U

n

-£( £ - £p)

^ C jw ^ ~l2?n ^ ( s(£j d^kl (as in the case for

= cp [1
-M

~ ^
Ajm 3?? ty f
•12? (2n?/2 iF?/2 m

df

8( A]

= C P [1-(ti J/umk
JM

df.

k»af/k] '3^-5"6'- 0k

Us ing equation (5-3-3-1"') for g( £^)j "the integral in (3-3-5-6) becomes

J

V df.

? £k'~4 %
k d'k V

■f 0

(T-
df.

(2it) N JJ £k, -£ d£,k
— k —

= d\ d\*

AnPv rt ( £k fk')
7tNfeb Jj L- £

Tc'

4m3v£F
7lNfeb TtNfi "

*-£• ^ 1 - d f df
P £ £ dtk. Lk £'>-l,1 ^ V £r

/£k /^k
/& +Jlk'

df df' d£k d£k'd£k d^k' 'k

(3-3-5-7)
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The integral in the last term is calculated as followss

i I ~ I df° df° , c jc
e , r , o fF~~F df d £ , d ck js1I £k 2i£k Hks I ^ ^ - -

Ali^l ££" d£v dCk-J] ln
4 d"'K'

ln|£k - Ek'Id^di^.^^Vl1114lgpld£"kixkt d^k dV = A~B
f - yfe^ +i> let x - -M-" - **** - d£-

* - %'!%■%- d £i d fi' = lnl(x-x')kTl TT1 ^then In

1 j ,i dF(x) dF(x') , , t dF(x) dF(x') , , ,
. ln|x-x'| -U-i -i-^dxdx +(lnKT) dx dx'

where F'(x) = -L——
£X+1

rr 00
f i. u^.i dF(x)][f /ln lx"x1 nA)dx dx' + ln Mj[_( dx dx

A = \! _ / in |x-x'| dx' + in ^ \l
p dF(x) dF(x' )^_ ^'^F/kT

In metal £,p ^ kT, so - A-j + A2
xyo

A^ = (If In jx-x'j dB^.X^ d^"f ^ dx dx' is temperature independent-if oo

A0 = In kT ff <El*L) dx dx' = (InT + lnK)[F(x) F(x')f = InT+InK
co dx ax -co

B = ln't |£f|
-0a

So the integral in (3-5-5-7) = A - B = const + In T

and (3-3-5-6) becomes

P — cP (l-t^J/mnk [- 8m Y - ( 4nr?V^F' \ (const + In T) ])J Ad 1 °
= c fM [ 1 +.X + Y (const + In T) ] (»5_8)
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I 2t 8nr^Vf 8m^V ? J
wher<=> X = —f - , 1 - 6 ™ n g Zc^

itmk0 uNfe %2h N(2m)2 P'2/fc £p (N/V) &F

i2j 4ffl3v (2m')2^2j = */J = jnJ =

1ST ' " ^.k. £j, ™2"« £f n. £F
Neglect the 2 temperature independent terms in (3-3-5-8) which are of

the order cf J/ and we finally obtain the Kondo formula

fspin- CP [' + lnT] (3-3-5-9)
Jm

3.3*6 A Gomment on the Physics of Resistivity Minimum

From KondO's theory, we have

[1 +(3zJ/^) lnT]
If J is negative, J3decreases as T increases for the temperature range
where C P ^-((C P 3zJ/8/p) ^

JM I JM
Aeoording to P.W. Anderson, this may be seen in the following way.

In the general theory of ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism, one may

assume as part of the Hamiltonian a spin-spin interaction term between

the i ^ and j ^ atoms to be

J S, . S,

Then it is known that a positive J value leads to a parallel alignment

Of the spins, hence ferromagnetism while a negative J value causes an

antiparallel alignment of spins^hence antiferromagnetism.
Returning now to our spin-spin interaction in Rondo's theory. We

can similarly imagine thatXnegative J value means antiferromagnetic
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interaction between the impurities and the electrons. Hence electrons

surrounding an impurity will have a spin opposite to that of the impurity„

The electrons themselves however have parallel spin and hence they

tend to spin-flip more. In the words of Anderson "the spin pulls

electrons of opposite spin closer to itself so that they can then

spin- flip scatter more easily". Recalling that processes with change

of spin contribute to the major part of* the transition probability,

more spin-flip means more scattering which in turn implies higher

resistance. Now as temperature increases, one expects that the anti-

ferromagnetic effect decreases due to more thermal agitation. Therefore

the spin-flip scattering decreases indhence a lowering of resistance.

As T gets higher stilly other scattering mechanism?, eg lattice

scattering will become dominant will increase again

as T increases. So a resistivity minimum appears,
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CHAPTER IV

Experimentation I - Thermometry

A.1 Introduction

To investigate the electrical, thermoelectric and thermomagnetic

properties of PbS with temperature, we need first of all suitable

thermometers for temperature measurements. The Au^0.03$Fe) - chromel

thermocouple is found most adequate for the purpose. It has the advantage

that the-, thermocouple junction has a small heat capacity, so it gives

a fast response to temperature change and allows measurement of temperature

at a local point. It is also sensitive enough in the required low

temperature region.

We started our project with the calibration of the thermocouple.

The Au (0.03^ Fe)-diromel couple, was calibrated against a platinum resistance

thermometer, so the Pt resistance thermometer needs to be calibrated first.

The calibration of thermometers was carried out in collaboration with

Dr. A.M. Forrest. The experiments and calculations were, however, done by

the author. A paper "A platinum resistance thermometer calibration

between 2°K and 273.15°K" was published jointly with A.M. Forrest in

Journal of Scientific Instruments 1968 Series 2 Volume 'I . This paper

is presented in its original form below.

4.2 Calibration of Pt Resistance Thermometer
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1 Introduction
In many laboratories it would be a great convenience to have a
single basic temperature reference standard over the range
2-273 -150k which could be calibrated (and subsequently
rechecked) without reference to a standards laboratory. In
establishing such a standard the degree of accuracy obtainable
is obviously of prime importance, but one must distinguish
between the accuracy which would be required to set up an
International Temperature Scale and an accuracy which
would be sufficient for many laboratory purposes. It is our
view that, for many experiments, a temperature accuracy to
about ±0-05 degK is acceptable, particularly if that accuracy
extends over a wide temperature range.

The present paper describes a simple procedure for calibrat¬
ing a platinum resistance thermometer over the entire tem¬

perature range 2-273-i5°k. The only pure cryogenic liquid
required to effect the calibration is liquid helium, actual
calibration measurements being made at the ice point, the
boiling point or liquid helium, and in the temperature range
2-4-2°k. We have studied two platinum resistors.

— 183°c and 500°c, and a similar tabic for every tenth of a

degree between I0°k and 90°k. The calibration is accurate to
better than 0-01 degic in the region between '90"k and
273 • 15°k. In the region 10-90°k the calibration accuracy is to
±0-05°k. Values for R0, the resistance at 0°c, and a, S, /3, the
constants in the Callendar-Van Dusen equation, were

provided with both thermometers. These are listed in table 1
together with the values of H4.2, the ratio of the resistance
at 4 • 2°k to that at 273 • 1 5°k.
3 Calibration details
3.1 90-273-15°k; the Caliendar-Van Dusen equation
If the resistance R, at any temperature t in the region
—182-97-0°c (90■ 18-273- 15°k) is known, then that tem¬
perature may be calculated from the Callendar-Van Dusen
equation

The calibration data above 90°k supplied with platinum II
was calculated by use of the Callendar-Van Dusen equation,

Table 1 The constants in the Callendar-Van Dusen equation and the reduced resistances, W4.2

RoiO.) a 8 p F/4.2

Platinum I 25-486 0-003923 l-493 0-11 0-0008208
Platinum II 25-576642 0-0039267 1 -4914 0-1096 0-0004421

2 Description of the platinum thermometers
Both platinum thermometers were obtained from the Rose-
mount Engineering Company and will be subsequently
referred to as platinum I and platinum II. The wire in platinum
I was sealed with glass within a ceramic former. The support¬
ing ceramic tubes in platinum II, a more expensive thermo¬
meter, were hermetically sealed in a helium filled platinum
sheath.

A calibration was purchased for platinum II; it consists of
a temperature-resistance table for every degree between

and a similar calibration for platinum 1 was computed by
using the values of a, S and /3 supplied. Such a calibration is
particularly important for the present studies because it
provides a means for checking the calibration based on the
Z function (§ 3.2), which extends below 90°k.
3.2 12-J70°k; the Z function
Cragoe(1948) initially proposed that a universal '2f function'
of the form

7 _ R-T ~ R1
Ri ~ R\

could be used to relate resistance to temperature for any

platinum resistor. By measuring Rj at a fixed temperature,

839
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e.g. the boiling point of hydrogen, and R2 at another fixed
temperature, e.g. the boiling point of oxygen, for a platinum
thermometer whose RT variation with temperature is known,
the variation of Z with temperature may be tabulated. For
high purity material the Z function will be identical for
different specimens and hence, once the form of the Z function
is established, only measurements of R{ and R2 are necessary
for the calibration of an uncalibrated thermometer. Suggested
improvements on this technique, e.g. Corrucini (1960),
Barber (1958), have concerned removal of inaccuracies in
temperature of the order of 0-01 degic or less. These im¬
provements usually involve measurement of resistance at more

than two fixed points (e.g. at 20, 80 and 273 • 15°k (Corrucini),
or at the boiling points ofoxygen, hydrogen and neon (Barber)).

White (1959) has pointed out that in many laboratories
helium is the only pure cryogenic liquid conveniently available
and he has published a table of Z functions where Rj is the
resistance at 4-2°k and R2 is the resistance at 273-15°k, i.e.
Z is of the form

2 — ^T ~
(-^273-15 — -^4-2)

In practice, White's table is not detailed enough and a

computer interpolation programme based on an iterated
linear interpolation method (Macon 1963) has been used to
interpolate between his data points. Table 2 shows some of the
results of this calculation. We have also included in table 2
values of the Z function above 170°k, the limit of White's
table. These values have been calculated by use of the
Callendar-Van Dusen equation to provide RT. Details of the
platinum thermometer calibration which White used to
generate his Z function table are given later.

White claims that temperature measurements based on his
Z function should be correct to within ±0-05 degK. The
validity of this claim will depend on the purity of the platinum
and an estimate of this is provided by the ratio IF4.2. White
suggests a maximum value of W^.2 of about 0-003 for the
Z function calibration to be accurate to ±0-05 degK. This is
almost certainly too high and C R Barber (private communica¬
tion) has suggested that a limit of 0-0008 or 0-0009 would
be more realistic. For values of W4.2 in excess of this errors
would probably be greater than ±0-05 degK.

The use of White's Z-function tabulation above 90°k would
be particularly convenient for a platinum resistor about which

nothing was initially known, since only two resistance
measurements, at 4-2°k and 273-15°k, are required to
obtain a calibration. However, in this work, it has been
decided to use Callendar-Van Dusen equation in the appli¬
cable range, since the constants a, /3, 8 and R0 are known.
The Z function has been used up to 170°k however, to enable a

comparison to be made with the Callendar-Van Dusen
equation in the range where they overlap.
3.3 2-16°k; polynomial fitting
Kos and Lamarche (1967) have shown that in the region
2-1 6°k the reduced resistance WT of a platinum resistor is
related to temperature T according to the equation

WT = A + BT+ CT2 + DT3 + ET4 + FTS

where A, B, C, D, E, and F are constants. They have used this
as a basis for interpolation in the range 4-2-10°k, when
calibration data in that range were initially unavailable. This
interpolation is accurate to about 0-01 degK.

By use of a Tinsley type 5590 B vernier potentiometer in
conjunction with a Keithley 149 millimicrovoltmeter as a null
detector, the resistance of both platinum I and platinum II
below 4-2°k has been measured as a function of temperature,
which was obtained from helium vapour pressure measure¬
ments. For platinum I calibration data above 12°k were
obtained as described above from Z functions, and for
platinum II the calibration from 10°k was supplied. A
computer curve fitting program, based on the principle of
least squares, was used to fit the available resistance-tem¬
perature data from approximately 1-3-16°k. For both plati¬
num I and platinum II the best fit was obtained for a poly¬
nomial of degree 4. Unlike the results of Kos and Lamarche, a
worse fit was found for a 5 degree polynomial. In the case of
platinum II the standard deviation for the 4th degree poly¬
nomial was 0-313 x 10-6 and for the 5th degree polynomial
was 0-605 x 10-6. The difference was not so marked for
platinum I (0-235 x lO"6 and 0-245 x 10""6). Table 3 shows
the computer calculated reduced resistances, the deviation of
these from the experimental measurements and the corre¬
sponding temperature deviations for platinum I. Also shown
in table 3 are the constants A, B, C, D and E occurring in the
polynomial. Above 12°k the deviations of the 'experimental'
resistance values from the calculated values represent devia¬
tions in temperature of less than 0-01 degK. A better fit was
obtained for platinum II. In that case ten points were fitted
below 4-2°k and twelve between 10-6°k and 15°k. The maxi¬
mum resistance deviation at or below 4 ■ 2°k was 0 • 52 X 10~6
at 4-21°k corresponding to a temperature deviation of about
0-02 degK. Above 10-6°k the resistance deviations all
corresponded to temperature deviations of less than
0-01 degK.
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Table 2 Values of Z
(Rt~ -^4-2)

(-^273-15 ~ ^4-2)
for T(°k) = 12-0 : 0-1 : 29-9

•0 ■1 ■2

12 0
13 0
14 0
15 0
16 0
17 0
18 0
19 0
20 0
21 0

22 0

23 0
24 0

25 0
26 0

27 0
28 0

29 0

000509
000692
000922
001208
001558
001979
002479
003066

003745
004523

005409
•006403
007512
008736
010079

•011543
013129
014836

0-000525
0-000712

0-000947
0-001240
0-001596
0-002025
0-002533

0-003129
0-003818
0-004607
0-005503
0-006509
0-007629
0-008864
0-010219
0-011696
0-013294
0-015013

0-000542
0-000733
0-000974
0-001272
0-001636
0-002072
0-002589
0-003194
0-003892
0-004692
0-005599
0-006616
0-007747
0-008995
0-010362
0-011850
0-013460
0-015192

0-000559
0-000755
0-001001
0-001305
0-001676
0-002120
0-002645
0-003259

0-003967
0-004778
0-005695
0-006724
0-007866
0-009126
0-010505

0-012005
0-013628
0-015372

0-000576
0-000777
0-001029

0-001339
0-001717

0-002169
0-002702
0-003326

0-004044
0-004865
0-005793
0-006833
0-007987
0-009258
0-010649
0-012162
0-013797
0-015553

0-000595
0-000800
0-001057

0-001374
0-001759
0-002218
0-002761
0-003393
0-004121
0-004952
0-005892
0-006943
0-008109
0-009392
0-010795
0-012320
0-013967
0-015735

0-000613
0-000823

0-001086
0-001409

0-001801
0-002268
0-002820
0-003461
0-004199
0-005041
0-005992
0-007055

0-008232
0-009527
0-010942

0-012479
0-014138
0-015919

0-000632
0-000847
0-001115

0-001445
0-001844
0-002320
0-002880
0-003531
0-004279
0-005132

0-006093
0-007167

0-008356
0-009663
0-011091
0-012640
0-014311
0-016104

0-000651
0-000871
0-001145

0-001482
0-001888
0-002372
0-002941
0-003601
0-004359

0-005223
0-006196
0-007281
0-008481
0-009800
0-011240
0-012802
0-014485
0-016290

0-000671
0-000896
0-001176
0-001519
0-001933
0-002425
0-003003

0-003672
0-004441

0-005315
0-006299
0-007396
0-008608
0-009939
0-011391
0-012964
0-014660
0-016477

Values of Z for T(°k) = 30-0 : 1-0 : 110-0

0-0 1-0 2-0 3-0 • 4-0 5-0 6-0 7-0 9-0

30
40
50
60
70

80
90

100
110

0-016666
0-041280
0-074982
0-114147
0-156140
0-199215
0-242719
0-286063
0-329090

0-018616
0-044303
0-078708
0-118253
0-160416
0-203553

0-247069
0-290379
0-333375

0-020688
0-047414

0-082485
0-122386
0-164701
0-207896
0-251416
0-294693
0-337658

0-022877
0-050607
0-086309
0-126545
0-168993
0-212244
0-255761
0-299003
0-341938

0-025183
0-053881

0-090175

0-130726
0-173293
0-216594
0-260101
0-303311
0-346215

0-027602
0-057230
0-094083
0-134928
0-177599
0-220947
0-264437
0-307615
0-350490

0-030132
0-060651
0-098027
0-139146

0-181910
0-225301
0-268770
0-311916
0-354761

0-032768
0-064140
0-102008
0-143379
0-186228
0-229656
0-273098
0-316214
0-359030

0-035508
0-067694
0-106022
0-147623
0-190552
0-234011
0-277423
0-320509
0-363295

0-038346
0-071309
0-110069
0-151877
0-194880
0-238366
0-281744
0-324801
0-367558

T(°k) 180-0 200-0 220-0 240-0 260-0 273-15 295-0

Z 0-622939 0-704996 0-786393 0-867200 0-947486 1-00000 1-08681

840
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4 Accuracy
A platinum thermometer with a value of a not less than
0-003920 may be used to realize the International Practical
Temperature Scale, by use of the Callendar-Van Dusen
equation from — 182-97°c to 0°c. In that range, the error in
such a temperature measurement, i.e. the deviation from the
Thermodynamic Scale, will be less than 0-04 degc.

The International Temperature Scale does not extend below
90-18°k. In this region Rosemount Engineering Company
effected the calibration of platinum II by using a 'three fixed
point' method described by Corrucini (1960, 1962). Essen¬
tially this means the calibration of platinum II is relative to a
scale set up in 1939 and maintained by platinum thermo¬
meters at the National Bureau of Standards. This 1939
NBS scale, ultimately based on gas thermometry, may deviate
from the Thermodynamic Scale by +0-02 degK. However,
Corrucini has shown that calibrations on a group of high
purity platinum resistance thermometers using the three
fixed point method are internally consistent (and consistent
with the 1939 NBS platinum scale) to better than 0-01 degK.
Hence the error of ±0-05 degK quoted in the purchased
calibration of platinum II in the range below 90°k represents
the possible deviation from the Thermodynamic Scale.

White's Z function tabulation is based on the resistance-
temperature relationship of a thermometer (T4) initially
described by Los and Morrison (1951). T4 was calibrated with
reference to an NBS calibrated thermometer. Reference is
also made to T4 by Corrucini. On the basis of comparisons
made by Corrucini it is clear that the T4 calibration probably
deviates from the 1939 NBS scale by less than 0-01 degK. As
indicated earlier, White's statement that temperatures may be
assessed from his tabulation with an accuracy to ±0-05 degK
(deviation presumably from the Thermodynamic Scale) is
likely to be true only for a limited class of thermometers with
W4.2 < 0-0008 or 0-0009. The value of WA.2 for the thermo¬
meter T4 was 0-000453. Barber (private communication)
has checked three calibrated platinum thermometers with
IT4.2 ranging from 0-00037 to 0-00072 against White's
Z function table and has obtained divergences of less than
0 • 05 degK in each case.

For a comparison of the Z function calibration with that
based on the Callender-Van Dusen equation, a certain
temperature T in the overlap region has been considered and
the corresponding 'Callendar-Van Dusen resistance' has been

noted. This resistance is used to calculate a Z function ZCD
which is compared with the value Zw of the Z function from
White's table at the temperature T. An example of this type of
comparison at 110- 15°k is shown for platinum T and platinum
II in table 4, in which are also shown calculated values of
AZ ( =* |ZCD — Zw|) and the corresponding temperature
difference AT". Similarly, the supplied calibration for platinum
II below 90°k has been compared with that based on White's
Z function tabulation, and typical comparisons at 13-8°k
and 60°k are also shown table 4.

In fact, the difference AZ and the corresponding AT have
been calculated for platinum II at fifteen temperatures

roughly 10 degK apart, ranging from 12°k to 170°k. Nowhere
in that region does ATexceed 0-023 degK, which is consistent
with the calibration accuracy claimed for platinum II by the
manufacturers and also with the accuracy claimed by White
for his Z function tabulation. The only available check on the
Z function based calibration of platinum I was the Callcndar-
Van Duscn equation above 90°k. Zcd, AZ and the corres¬
ponding AT were calculated at intervals of 10 degrees from
90°k to 170°k. At 90°k there was a deviation AT of
0-065 degK, which was reduced to 0-06dcgK at 100°k, and
to 0-05 degK at 110-25°k, thereafter falling steadily to
0-04 degK at 170°k.

It is evident from the work of Kos and Lamarche that the
accuracy of their 'interpolated temperatures' in the range
4-2-10°k is about the same as the accuracy of their basic
calibration data below 4-2°k and above 10°k. It is likely that
the same criterion may be applied to platinum I and platinum
II. Of course, there is no available check of the actual
accuracy of the platinum I calibration in the region 12-1 5°k,
but the smoothness of the fit of the data below 4-2°k to
that above 12°k probably suggests that the accuracy above
12°k is not much worse than ±0-05 degK, certainly less than
±0-1 degK.
5 Conclusion
We have developed a rather simple procedure for calibrating a
platinum resistance thermometer over the range 2-273 -15°k.
From 12-273-15°k the Z function tabulation of White may
be used, which only involves actual calibration at the ice-
point and at the boiling point of helium. Above 90- 18°k the
Callendar-Van Dusen equation may also be used to calibrate
the platinum resistance thermometer if the constants a, /3
and S occurring in that equation are known. Calibration data
below 4-2°k can be used in conjunction with such data in the
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rangc 12-15°k as the basis for polynomial fitting which may
then provide a calibration in the 4-2-12°k gap.

It is clear from observations on platinum II that the above
procedure can achieve an accuracy to ±0-05 degt: from
2-273 -15°k. However, at the moment there is clearly not
enough evidence to indicate whether or not this accuracy
will always be achieved for a platinum resistance thermometer
with IV4.2 < 0-0008 or 0-0009.
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Table 3 Polynomial curve lilting for platinum I

Temperature Computer calc. Dev. of
(°k) reduced cxper.

resistance value
A7"(degK)

1 so 0 79673 x 10-3 0 18 x 10~6 0-03
2 13 0 79902 x k)-3 -0 15 x ]()-(; -0-01

2 46 0 80154 x 10~3 -0 32 x k)-6 -0-04

2 75 0 80406 x 10-3 -0 94 x 10-7 -0-005
2 98 0 80614 x 10~3 0 58 x 10-6 0-055
3 40 0 81054 x 10-3 0 11 x 10~6 0-01

3 61 0 81296 x 10-3 0 35 x 10-7 o-oo
3 76 0 81483 x 10-3 -0 66 x 10~6 -0-055
3 ss 0 81635 x 10-3 0 18 x 10-6 0-01
~r 05 0 81861 x 10-3 -0 12 x 10~6 -0-01
*T 21 0 82099 x 10-3 0 25 x 10~6 0-02

12 00 0 13324 x 10-2 0 76 x 10-7 0-00
12 20 0 13656 x 10-2 -0 87 x 10-7
12 40 0 14004 x 10-2 0 50 x 10-8
12 60 0 14369 x .10-2 -0 71 x 10-8
12 80 0 14752 x 10-2 0 12 x 10-6
13 00 0 15153 x io-2 0 17 x 10-7
13 20 0 15573 x 10-2 0 31 x 10-7
13 40 0 16012 x io-2 0 96 x 10-7
13 60 0 16472 x 10~2 0 49 x 10-7
13 80 0 16952 x io-2 -0 18 x 10~6
14 00 0 17453 x io-2 -0 46 x io-7
14 20 0 17977 x io-2 -0 23 x io-6
14 40 0 18524 x 10-2 0 15 x io-7
14 60 0 19094 x 10~2 -0 93 x io-7
14 80 0 19688 x 10-2 0 79 x 10-7
15 00 0 20307 x 10-2 0 16 x 10-6

Table 4

Coefficients of the polynomial: A = +0-78936410 x 10 3;
B = +0-15113760 x 10"~5; C — +0-16521690 X lO"5;
D = -0-17333743 X 10"6; E = +0-28286009 X 10~7

Temperature xTcd Av A2T — |2Tcd —•Z'wl AT'(degK)
(°K)

Platinum I 110-15 0-32998 0-32973 2-5 X 10-4 0-05
Platinum II 110-15 0-32963 0-32973 l x 10~4 0-02

Temperature Zc Zw AZ = \ZC — Zw| AT (degic)
(°k)

Platinum II 60 0-11410 0-11415 5 x 10"5 ' 0-01
Platinum II 13-8 0-000875 0-000871 4 x 10"6 0-02
r
<* p

ZCd. Z function based on Callendar-Van Dusen resistance; Zy/, Z function from White's table;
Zc, Z function based on supplied calibration; AT, temperature difference corresponding to AZ
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Gold + 0.03$ Iron - Chromel Thermocouple

4.3»1 Thermocouple Junction

The Au ( 0.03% Fe) and chromel wires were obtained from

Johnson Matthey and Co. Ltd. The thermocouple made from the above

materials was found to have high sensitivity over a wide temperature range

from 4°K to room temperature, and was especially suitable for use at

cryogenic temperatures. The wires are insulated with diamel, an epoxy

based synthetic enamel. Before the thermocouple junctions were formed,

the enamel was removed by applying "Strip X" for 1 to 2 minutes„

At first the junctions were made by soft soldering. Such junctions

always gave poor reproducibility at helium temperatures from run to run.

The output thermal e.m.f. values for two different thermocouples made

from the same reels of wire differed by as much as 20 to 30 PV at

4„2°K„ This could be due to an additional e.m.f. arising from the soft

solder as an impurity.

It was found that the junction made by spot welding the wires

together gave satisfactory results. The spark welding of the junction

was performed by discharging a condenser with capacity of 18|jF charged,

to about 150V. Two wires were arranged end-on with one of them fixed.

When the condenser started to discharge, the other wire was pushed forward

and a. spark welding took place, a beautiful spherical junction was

formed.

It was found that the voltage needed to charge the condenser in

order to give a good joint depended on the length of wires of Au(Fe)

and chromel. The wires of about 10 to 20 inches long required the
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18|jF condenser to be charged to 140 to 160 volts while for longer wires

the voltage needed to be higher. If the voltage is too high, the spark

is too severe. We usually needed thermocouples with rather long terminals.

Great care must be taken to prevent any mechanical strain or prolonged

heating of wires.

4.3.2 Calibration of the Thermocouple

The thermocouple was calibrated against an already calibrated platinum

resistance thermometer. The Pt resistance thermometer, covered, with a thin

layer of thermal grease was inserted in a tightly fitting cavity drilled

3
in a copper block of i-g inches in diameter and 2 inches in height. A
hole with diameter ".1 mm and depth of about 1cm next to the Pt resistance

thermometer was filled with Voodsmetal which melted when the Cu block was

partially immersed in hot water. The thermocouple junction is thus

easily soldered to the Cu block. Due to the big heat capacity of the

large Cu block and the high thermal conductivity of Cu, the temperature

of the thermocouple junction and the platinum was taken to be the same.

The Cu block was suspended by a rod from the top of the cryostat

through some insulating material, and was surrounded by a Cu radiation

shield. Pour leads from the Pt resistance thermometer and the thermo¬

couple leads were brought out from the top of the cryostat through the

glass-metal seal. A helium glass dewar was employed.

The temperature below 4.2°K was achieved by pumping the helium bath,

and the thermal e.m.f. was calibrated directly against the helium vapor

pressure. The temperature above 4.2°K was obtained by allowing the Cu

block to warm up after the helium level had dropped below the Cu block,
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and the thermal e.m.f. was read from a. potentiometer»

By using Tinsley type 5590B vernier potentiometers in conjunction

with a. Keithley 14-9 millimierovoltmeter as amplifier together with a

Rikadenki 2-pen recorder, the thermocouple e.m.f, and the corresponding

resistance of the platinum were obtained continuously as temperature rose

from 4,2°K up to room temperature. The heating rate was very slow. It

took nearly hours for the temperature to rise from 4„2°K to 100°K„ The

average heating rate for the first ten degrees from helium temperature

upward was about one hour per degree, and for the next ten degrees or

so it was about 40 minutes per degree. The heating rate increased as

the liquid helium disappeared from the dewar„ This happened in our case

when the temperature was about 30°K. Liquid nitrogen surrounding the

helium was topped up all the time. The heating rate from 50°K to 70°K

was about- 12 minutes per degree, and was about 10 minutes per degree

upward to 100°K.

The reference junction of the thermocouple was maintained, at the

triple point of water. This arrangement was simple, and accurate

enough for our purposes,

4,3,3 Triple Point Cell

The triple point of water is the equilibrium temperature between

water, ice and water vapour. It is equal to 273,l6°K, The triple

point cell may be obtained from Spembly Technical Products Ltd,,

England. The cell was prepared for use by first cooling it to 0°C by

immersing it in a. bath of ice for at least one hour and then chilling

the re-entrant tube by filling it with liquid nitrogen. The tube must
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be sufficiently dry before Ng was added.,. Then a fairly uniform sheath
of ice of about 1cm thick was formed round the tube. Water of about

20°C was then placed in the re-entrant tube so as tc melt a thin

layer of icej, leaving a very pure ice-water interface in contact with

the re-entrant tube in which the thermocouple junction was to be placed.

The water inside the re-entrant tube was replaced afterward by ice-cold

sugar water^ which would soon take up the temperature of the triple

point and ensure good thermal contact between the thermocouple junction

and the walls of the cell. The temperature of the triple point in the

re-entrant tube was kept steady by surrounding the triple point cell

with ice,

4.3.4 Thermoelectric E.M.F., Sensitivity and Reproducibility

Au ( 0.03$ Fe)-chromel thermocouple is known to have high

sensitivity over a wide range of temperature. The thermoelectric e.m.f.

depends on the reference temperature. The Law of Successive temperatures

states s "If two dissimilar homogeneous metals produce a thermal e.m.f.

of when the junctions are at temperature T^ and Tg and a thermal
e.m.f. of Eg when the junctions are at Tg and T s the e.m.f. generated
when the junctions are at T^ and T_, will be E^ + Eg . Thus the
voltage readings obtained when the reference junction temperature

is arbitrarily fixed can be shifted by a constant amount to a value

which corresponds to the reference junction temperature being at a

specified common value.

Our thermal e.m.f. value is 4584 pV at 4.2°K with the triple point

temperature as reference temperature. It changes by +5pV from run to run.
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This is about equivalent to ~ of a degree. This uncertainty at 4„2°K

is probably: not mainly due to the intrinsic properties of the thermo¬

couple itself, for example the inhomcgeneity of the thermocouple wires

or any defect in the thermocouple junction. It is most likely due to

our experimental set-up, which among other things used the rather big

temperature difference between the reference junction and the variable

junction. For temperature below ^0°K when there is liquid helium still

in the dewar, the accuracy is estimated to be better than a quarter of' a

degree while above j50°K the error increases to -§-°K at nitrogen temperature.

In graph 4.1 (p. 78 ) the thermal e.m.f, of one of the thermocouples is

plotted against temperature - ( solid curve). The crossed points denote

a separate calibration run for the same thermocouple.

It was found that for thermocouples made from wires cf the same spool,

the thermal e.m.f. at helium temperature varied within while for

those made from different spools, the variation may be as big as 25qV.

The dotted curve in graph 4.1 (p. 7®) shows the same kind of plot for

another thermocouple made from a different spool. It can be seen that

the curve is shifted by more or less the same amount for the whole

temperature region. Therefore for a new thermocouple, we need only

measure the thermal e.m.f. at 4.2°K, then the calibration is obtained

by making a constant shift from the chosen standard calibration. For

accurate work each thermocouple must be calibrated in service.

Part of our later work required the measurement of the temperature

dependence of resistivity and thermoelectric power of PbS. As the

variation of resistivity and thermoelectric power are not too sensitive
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wit-h temperature within a small temperature region, an error of about

half a degree in our calibration is tolerable. Another part of our work

involved measurement of small temperature gradients along the sample.

This was done by using a. differential thermocouple „

The sensitivity of the thermocouple at any temperature is given

by the slope of the e.m.f. vis temperature curve at that temperature,

A least square fitting method was used with the help of an I EM 1620

computer to give a reasonably good fitting polynomial of order seven.

Sensitivity is computed by differentiating this polynomial, In graph

4,2 (p.79 ) the sensitivity is plotted against temperature. The

minimum sensitivity is at 48°K and then it increases monotonically to

room temperature. The sensitivity of the thermocouple was also calculated

by another method used by Berman who defined an average sensitivity

f(T) - E(T)/(T - where E(T) is the thermocouple e.m.f. appropriate

to temperature T, when the other junction is at a. reference temperature

Tref , and the sensitivity S(T) is given by the following relation

S(T) = f(T) + (T . Tref)

This was also evaluated by the computer. The sensitivity calculated by

the two methods is consistent to 0.4$.

4.^.5 Possible improvement

The error introduced in our calibration may be due to the following

sources s

1. Intrinsic properties of the thermocouple itself, this includes

inhomogeneity of the thermocouple wires, and the imperfection of the

juncti onS.
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This inhomogeneity may be caused by composition of the wire, or by

strain in the wires etc. A suggestion was given by R. Powell of N.B.S.

when he was in St. Andrews for LT 11 . The inhomogeneity of a thermo¬

couple wire may be examined by the so-called short-range, medium range

and long range tests.

For short range tests, the given wire is wrapped on a plastic rod

and dipped into liquid helium or nitrogen. The ends of the wire are

connected to a potentiometer, the fluctuations in readings will show

the effects of inhomogeneities. The e.m.f, should be less than +5MV

for accuracy in temperature to be better than half a degree. After

the short range test, the wires are then prepared for medium range

test. A symmetrical differential thermocouple is fabricated from the

two materials under test. The two terminals are connected to the

potentiometer, and the junctions are dipped into separate baths of

liquid helium or liquid nitrogen with the same temperature. The

thermoelectric voltage is then measured. Then interchanging the junctions

in the two baths and also reversing the leads to the potentiometer^

the new thermoelectric voltage is measured. The average of the two

readings, as well as the difference between them gives an indication

of how good the homogeneity of the wires and the junctions are.

The long range test is essentially the same as the short range test.

One cuts out short portions from the two ends of a long wire and

performs the short range test on them. If they satisfy the required

limit, then one may safely use the middle piece.

The method of welding the thermocouple joint we used is quite
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goods one needs only to pay attention to avoid straining the junction

after it is made.

2. Improvement in experimental set up: Our variable temperature

junction of the thermocouple was soldered to the Cu block and the

wire was brought directly out of the helium dewar through the top of

the cryostat which was at room temperature. A large temperature

gradient along the wires may cause unwanted e.m.f.'s especially i£ the

wire is not homogeneous enough. It was suggested by Powell that at

least one foot of wire immediately above the junction should be wound

round the Cu block so as to temper the temperature gradient along the

wires.

Another suggestion to improve our set-up is to fix several circular

aluminium plates equidistantly placed above the Cu block right to the

top. Fill glass wool in the space between the plates. Some holes are

drilled in the plates for escaping gas. This arrangement will help

to reduce radiation and prevent convection currents.

To obtain higher accuracy, the reference temperature should be

near to the variable temperature junction. So for measurement from

4°K to 3>0°K the reference junction would be better at 4.2°K.

J. Some errors were introduced by the measuring circuit. The main

trouble we had was from earthing problems. Improper earthing

of the instruments could introduce an error of more than 10pV as well

as very high noise level.

The terminals of the potentiometer should be shielded to prevent

spurious e.m.f.'s caused by draught.
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CHAPTER V

Experimentation II - Measurements on Resistivity,

Thermoelectric and Thermomagnetic Effects.

5 .1 Introduction

Although there has been a good deal of works on the electrical and

thermal properties of lead sulphide with carrier concentration higher

than 10/^C,,there is still much to be discovered especially for purer

samples in the low temperature region. In particular* the thermomagnetic

effects of PbS in the low temperature region have hardly been investigated.

Our work mainly involves the study of the" temperature dependence of

resistivity and thermoelectric power as well as the thermomagnetic

effects at low temperatures for n-type PbS samples with carrier concentration
16

of the order of 10 /c.c.

PbS exists in nature as the mineral galena. The crystal structure

is face-centred cubic and the edges of the unit cell are equal to
.8

5.9 x 10 cm.

In this chapter we present our experimental procedure* including the

selection of samples* and the description of the apparatus.

Selection of Samples

The samples were obtained by cleaving from a block of galena along

/ \ *
(100) planes using a sharp razor blade. Rectangular samples were

easily obtained in this way. The average crystal dimensions were 8mm

in length* and 1 by 1.5mm in crossection. The surfaces were bright

and gave a very good reflection after cleavage. It became oxidised
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after some time and required cleaning by thioureaic acid. Two ends of

the sample were copper plated in order to obtain good contact with

current probes.

The homogeneity of the sample was checked by measuring the

resistivity of the sample at -grain intervals or SO along its lengthy and

the measurements of Hall effect with the voltage probes in different

positions over the middle regions were also made. The samples used

may be regarded as fairly homogeneous as the variation of these

measurements was less than 10$.

The carrier concentration and the carrier sign were determined

by Hall effect measurements. The Hall constant R defined by E =R j B
n

i
is equal to -g- — for non degenerate semiconductors and 1/ne for
degenerate semiconductors* where j is the current density passing through

the sample in magnetic field B and n is the number of electrons per

3 15
era . A number of samples with electron concentration from 9-5x10 to

19 3
10 per cm were found. The Hall effect measurements were carried

out at room temperature* and some had been checked at helium temperature.

Within the accuracy required the Hall constant may be considered

temperature independent.

5.3 Resistivity Measurements

The resistivity of a number of samples was measured from 1,4°K

to 100°K by the usual potentio—metric method.' The temperature of the

crystal from 4.2°K downward was obtained directly from helium vapor

pressure while from 4.2°K upward,., the thermocouple e.m.f. was used.
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To ensure that the thermocouple measured the sample temperature

accurately, the rate of change of temperature had to be kept to a

minimumo

5°j5.1 Crystal Holder and Cryostat

The sample holder is shown in Pig 5-1 (p° 91). Two movable small

rectangular copper blocks served as the current probes whidh were soldered

to the current leads. The current probes were pressed to the ends of

the sample by springy BeCu straps., and the potential probes also of BeCu

were pressed on to the sample. The copper leads made good, mechanical

contact with the potential probes. This avoided the thermal e.m.f.

produced in solder connections. The sample holder was in good thermal

contact with a large copper block (Pig. 5-2 (p. 91 ))« Hie thermal

capacity of this large copper block ensured a slow rise of the sample

temperature and the temperature of the holder. Meanwhile we also

inserted in the copper block a Pt resistance thermometer and one junction

of a differential thermocouple which had the other junction attached

to the sample. This enabled us to carry out a further check on the sample

temperature.

Two junctions of two thermocouples were fixed on the surface of the

sample using nail varnish or G varnish which was an electrical insulator

but proved to be quite a fair thermal conductor. One of the thermo¬

couples with its other junction at the triple point of water gave us

the temperature reading. The other was the differential thermocouple,

having one junction soldered in the copper block giving us a means of
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eheeking the temperature difference between the sample itself and the

block. We also checked the calibration of the thermocouple against

the Pt resistance thermometer from time to time during measurement.

The sample holder was surrounded by a copper radiation shield,

A pair of glass dewars was employed,

5.3.2 Electrical Measuring Apparatus

Two potentiometers of Tinsley Type 5590 B coupled, with a Keithley 149

millimicrovoltmeter were used to measure the thermocouple e„m„f, and

the potential across the sample. The outputs of the Keithleys were

fed into a Rikadenki 2-pen recorder which recorded the 2 voltages

simultaneously and continuously. The readings were accurate to + 1 fiV

with a noise level less than 1 pV.

The electrical circuit and the schematic diagram is shown in

Pig. 5-3 (p. 92 ), A current of 10 ma was maintained by adjusting-

variable heli-pot resistors. Current was measured by measuring the

potential difference across the standard 10-fL resistor^ and the

current was supplied by two 2-volt accummulators in series. The

terminals of the differential thermocouple and the potential leads of

the Pt resistance thermometer were connected to the other inputs of

the two potentiometers. Therefore a switch over in the potentiometer

set enabled us to check the temperature difference between the sample

and the Cu block as well as the thermocouple calibration against Pt.

A similar set up for the current supply to the Pt was required.

The current could be reversed by a reversing switch from time to time
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and one obtained an average value of potential readings„ The accuracy

in current measurement is better than 0.1 and the error in potential

is less than 0.15$.

The reading of the differential thermocouple varied from 0 to +1.2 pVs

which was equivalent to a temperature difference less than 0.1 °K. The

temperature of the sample may therefore be regarded as the same as that

of the Cu block. The Pt resistance thermometer inserted in the Cu block

gave a direct reading of the temperature of the Cu block. The reading

differed from the thermocouple reading by +■§• degree. This is within the

error of the thermocouple calibration.

5.5.3 Thermal E.M.F. in Resistivity Measurements

When no current passes through the circuity there should be no

potential difference between the two potential leads of the sample. It

was found that a potential reading which varied with temperature was

detected when the current was completely cut off. This was due to

thermal e.m.f.'s occurring at the two junctions where the potential

probes were connected to the potential leads. As seen from Fig. 5-1 (p. 91)

the two junctions were situated at different heights in the holder9

and so a small temperature difference existed between them. It was

found that this thermal e.m.f. reached as much as 200 pV when the

junctions were first connected by solder,, but was greatly reduced when

the Cu wires were screwed firmly to the junctions instead of using

solder. A thermal e.m.f. varying from zero to 6 pV still existed.,, and

it has been taken into account when calculating the resistivity.
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To reduce still further this spurious e.m.f. the positions of two

junctions should be arranged to be at the same level in the sample

holder.

5.4 Crystal Holder and Cryostat for Thermoelectric and Thermomagnetlc

Effect Measurements

The most crucial point in the measurements of thermal effects is

to maintain a constant temperature gradient along the sample. Pour-

potential probes which were used to measure the transverse and longitudinal

effects were needed in addition to the thermocouples. A crystal holder

which can be used for measuring practically all thermal and electrical

effects from 1.4°K upward was designed and made by the author.

A drawing of the holder is seen in Fig. 5-4 a (p. 93 and on

page 95 a. photograph of the actual crystal holder is shown. The

crystal holder is made of glass fibre, and was contained in a

copper can of 2-g- cm diameter and 10 cm in length. The copper can was

immersed in the helium bath when doing experiments. Two eureka heaters

of a 100 JT resistance were wound on copper block which were pressed

against the two ends of the sample. The shape of the heater is shown

in Pig. 5-4 e (p. 94 ). The positions of two heaters could be adjusted,

by sliding the copper blocks along its flat bottom. Two slots were

cut in the bottom of the holder Pig. 5-4 b (p. 93 ) in order that the

screw sticking out from the copper* block could move freely along the

slot. The screw served as the current connection. It also helped to

fix the position of the heaters when a nut was screwed on from the back
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of the hclder„ The upper heater was soldered to the top of the copper

can by 3 copper straps, therefore It served as a heat sink because when

no current was passed through It, Its temperature was the same as the

copper"can which was at helium temperature. The temperature of the

other heater was controlled by passing a constant current through it.

A steady uniform temperature gradient was essential in the measurement,

and so not too big a temperature difference should be applied between

the two copper blocks. For measurement at temperatures well above 4„2°K,

the temperature of the upper copper block was raised and maintained

constant by passing a constant current through it.

Four potential probes made contact with the side faces of the crystal

from the two sides of the sample holder through the holes shown in

Fig 5-4 c (p. 94 ). Probes 1 and 2 (Fig. 5-4 a (p. 9-3 )) are for

measuring transverse effects while 3 and 4 are for longitudinal effects.

The probes were made of BeCu wire and were soldered at right angles to

BeCu strap with thermal free solder as shown in Pig. 5-4 d (p.94 ).
The junctions for connecting the straps to the potential leads were

arranged at the same level for probes 1 and 2 as well as for probes

3 and 4.

Nine copper wire leads together with 4 thermocouple leads were

brought out from the top of the cryostat through the stainless tube
/

which also served as the suspension of the sample holder.

The copper can was soldered to its cap with Woods metal after the

crystal was mounted and ready for a run. A thin sheet of mica was
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glued to the wall of the copper can to avoid short circuiting any

wire touching the can. The copper can was pumped hard through the

stainless tube to provide thermal insulation„ A helium glass aewar with

a tail of inner diameter 28 mm and 16 cm long was employed„

5.5 Calibration of Magnetic Field and Crystal Orientation in the Field

For the thermomagnetic and Hall effect measurements, a Newport

4 inch electromagnet type A was used. Current to the magnet was supplied

by a 10 amp d.c. power source. The magnetic field was measured at different

current values from 0 to 10 amps. A water cooling supply was needed for

currents higher than 6 amps. The magnet was calibrated by a Rawson

rotating coil flux meter with an accuracy of about 1$. With a pcle gap

equal to 46 mm, the calibration of magnetic field against current is shown

in Fig. 5-5 (p.96 ).

In our experiments, we wanted the magnetic field to be perpendicular

to current flow. An optical method was used to achieve this. The magnet

was so arranged that the sample sat midway between the poles. A small

rectangular piece of steel with a mirror attached to one face was pivoted

to rotate freely, so that it would set itself parallel to the magnetic

field when put in between the pole pieces. The sample holder was

rotated until the optical reflections from both the mirror and the crystal

showed that they were parallel. A mark was made for the orientation of

the holder with respect to the top of the crystal, then the sample holder

was rotated by 90° again to give the required position of the sample in

the magnetic field.
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5.6 Measurements of Thermoelectric and Thermomagnetic Effects

Fig. 5-6 (P° 97 ) shows the schematic diagram including temperature

control circuit. Maintenance of a constant temperature gradient along

the sample was an important requirement of the experiment. The large

copper heater blocks with big heat capacity helped to give a steady

temperature gradient. An electrical circuit by Woodhams et al was also

employed to stabilize the temperature. Among other things the circuit

included a Mullard OC 55 transistor and a Mullard ORP 11 photoconduetive

cell whose resistance varied from 65O/I to 7Kil when the intensity of

illumination falling on the cell from the galvanometer lamp changed.

Minimum resistance occurred when the cell was fully illuminated. The

photo cell was connected to the base of the OC 55 transistor, with the

heater coil forming the emitter load. The photo cell was inside the

Tinsley type M.R.4 galvanometer which was used, as the null detector for

potential measurements of the thermocouple. The position of the cell was

such that it was half illuminated by the light spot of the galvanometer

when the temperature of the sample was at the desired value. Minimum

heater current was obtained when the cell was fully covered by the

light spot while in the absence of illumination maximum current was

obtained. If the temperature of the sample increased due to excess

heating, the light spot moved away from its zero position and the photo-

conductive cell received more illumination. Therefore this gave rise to

a decrease in heater current, and the temperature of the sample was thus

adjusted automatically. It was found that this temperature control
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stabilized temperature to within 0,2°K over the temperature range measured

for a period of two hours provided the temperature gradient was not toe

big., In fact for a whole set of measurements of longitudinal or transverse

Nernst effect against different values of magnetic field below 20°K5 the

stabilization in temperature was better than 0„06°K during the measuring

time of about 20 to JO minutes. The stability decreased for higher

temperatures when bigger heater currents were required then,

A differential thermocouple was employed to measure the temperature

gradient^, it had its two junctions attached by nail varnish to the sample

in positions close to the measuring probes, A temperature difference from

0,5 to 2 degrees was maintained between the two junctions, A fluctuation

of thermal e,m,f, reading from zero to 0,5 dV was recorded for measurements

below 20°K„ This is equivalent to a temperature of less than 0„05°K„ A

constant temperature gradient was verified by the good stability of

the temperature reading from the differential thermocouple.

Manual control of the heater currents for both heaters was required

for measurements well above helium temperature and below nitrogen

temperature. The average temperature of the sample varied by 0,4°K in

these measurements while the error in measuring the temperature gradient

was estimated to be about 1$, The boiling rate of helium was rather

fast when current was passed through the upper heater coil. Therefore

measurements above 50°K were not easy as the liquid helium level dropped

too fast and a steady temperature gradient along the sample was difficult

to maintain. For measurements above nitrogen temperature* the copper
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can was either surrounded by N^ or, when the copper can had reached

Ng temperature, the helium dewar was evacuated while the N^ dewar
was topped up all the time to keep a steady temperature,

A change in sample temperature of about one degree gave a deflection

of the light spot on the galvanometer scale of about 2 cm while the heater

current varied by 8 to 10$. During the measurement, the current was

constant to 0.5$»

Potential probes 1, 2 and 3,4 were connected to two different sets

of Tinsley Type 5590 B vernier potentiometer, which read to an accuracy

of 0.1 pV. The error in potential readings varied from 0.05$ to 2$.

This included the uncertainty due to the slight instability in temperature

control.

The transverse Nernst voltage was measured by probes 1 and 2 for

different values of magnetic field in both directions,, It was found that

the transverse Nernst voltage changed sign with magnetic field. Thermo¬

electric power was measured through probes 3 and 4. As the thermoelectric

power of Cu is known to be much smaller than the thermoelectric power

of PbS by 2 to 3 ordere of magnitude4 we thus regarded our measurements

as the absolute thermoelectric power of the sample. The longitudinal

Nernst voltage was obtained by measuring the change of thermoelectric

power in various magnetic fields. It was found that the longitudinal

Nernst voltage did not change sign with magnetic field.
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Fig. 5-4 c
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Schematic Diagram and Circuit for Thermo-electric and Thermomagnetic Measurements
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CHAPTER VI

Discussion of Resistivity Measurements

6'1 Resistivity Results

Measurements of the resistivity of a number of n-type PbS crystals

15 17
with electron concentrations ranging from 9-5 x 10 /c.c. to 2.4 x 10 /e.c,

were carried out in the temperature range between 1„4°K and 8o°K, Some

measurements were also obtained for samples No. 1 to No. 4 down to

0„5°Kc The characteristics of the sample are shown in Table 6-1 (P°10l)»

The results for samples No. 1 to No. 6 are shown in Fig.6„ 1 (p.1 05 )<>

arid for samples No, 7 to No, 14 are shown in Fig, 6,2 (p.106 )°

It can be seen that a resistivity minimum occurs for the majority

of the samples under investigation. The temperature corresponding to the

resisitivity minimum T . is higher for lower electron concentrations,
mm

and decreases as concentration increases. Also the depth of the

minimum, which is defined, as the resistivity measured at the lowest

P
temperature obtainable or extrapolated to absolute zero j0 minus

that at T . ( Jmin) decreases as concentration increases as seen in
mm

Fig, 6,1 (p„io5)j Fig, 6,2 (p.io6 ) or Table 6-3 (p,103)° For samples

No, 7 to No, 12, the temperature dependence of the resistivity at

low temperatures becomes rather weak but a shallow minimum which

decreases rather rapidly with concentration can still be seen. For

samples No, 13 and No. 14. the T . vanishes and resistivity increases
mm

very slowly with increasing temperature even at the lowest temperature

obtainable.
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The dependence of T
r and the depth of resistivity minimum ^

on carrier concentration n can be approximately represented by

f

In Pig. 6.3, T . is plotted against carrier concentration n. From
(F 107) 11111:1

the extrapolation of the curve, we expect that T . will occur below
mm

No. 14, if the measurements were continued below our temperature range,

we might observe a very shallow minimum as the depth decreases very

rapidly with increasing n as shown in Fig. 6.4 (p.108). For high

may disappear all together as is the case with the disappearance of

negative magnetoresistance observed by Finlayson and Mathewson which

I shall mention later.

Quantitative investigation of the temperature dependence of'

resistivity revealed a logarithmic dependence of resistivity on temperature

in the low temperature region for samples showing a minimum* and the

curves tail off from a straight line as the temperature gets lower as

shown in Fig. 6.5 (p«109) f°r samples No. 1 to No. 6, and Fig. 6.6 (p.110)

for samples No. 7 to No. 10. An expression was obtained to fit the

data in the straight line portion of these curves. The expression is

given by

Where a. b are positive parameters as shown in Table 6—2 with value a >b lnT.
(P. 102)

The dependence of a* b on the carrier concentration n for lower

17
1 °K for low 10 /c.c. crystals. Hence for our samples No. 13 and

1 7 /
carrier concentration crystals, say above 5 x 10 /c.c., the minimum

S = a - b In T (6-1-1)
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eoncentration samples may be approximated by

-2.4
a a n j ban

o —c
A power law j a T was also tried to fit the experimental points for

the resistivity temperature relation for a number of samples. In

Fig. 6.7 (p-|ii)j> the experimental points are compared with (a) the

logarithmic fit equation (6-1-1 ) and (b)a (-^j-power law which represents
ionized impurity scattering. It is obvious that the logarithmic

dependence on temperature fits the experimental values very well while

the power fitting does not. This conclusion is reinforced by Fig. 6.8('fii^

where experimental points of lnj* are plotted against InT. A straight

line is not obtained and thus any simple power law is not appropriate.

We.then may say that ionized impurity scattering is not the predominant

mechanism. Thermomagnetic effects measurements (see chapter 7) also

leads to the same conclusion.

For temperatures well above T „n the resistivity can be approximated
by the formula

f = g + d TP (6-1-2)
where p is a constant varying between 1 .8 to 2„5 for different samples.

The temperature dependence of the resistivity in this temperature range

is similar to that obtained previously by Finlayson and Greig and

other workers. The quantities g, d and p are positive parameters and

their values for six samples are shown in Table 6-2 (p. "|02)o
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Sample n/c.c. Ep (eV) Td ^ jx cm
^4.2

em^
V See

rlanm

Jroom xemp

1
15

9-5 x 10 1.367 x 10"5 15.8 15.071 x 10"2 4361 1 .925

2 11 . pi 61.1 x 1 o 1. .504 x TO"5 17.4 10.82 x 10"2 5204 1 .525

3 1 .38 x 1016 1 .750 x 10--5 20.3 8.028 x 10"2 5642 1 .300

4
1 f

1.52 x 10 1 .867 x 10--5 21 .6 6.043 x io~2 6805 1 .051

5 1 .76 x 1016 2.057 x 10^ 23.8 4.689 X 10-2 7582 8.954 x 10"1

6
1 f

2.15 X 10 2.352 x 10~5 27.3 3.920 x 10~2 7416 7.60 x 10~1

7 2.76 x 1016 2.778 x 10--5 32.2 2.30 x 10"2 9845 5.685 x 10~1

8 3.84 x 1016 3.465 x 10--5 40.2 1.830 x 10 2 8894
-1

5.06 x 10

9
1 f

5.13 X 10 4.197 x 10"5 48.7 1.757 x 10"2 6935 3.82 x 10"

10 p . 165.33 x 10 4.507 x 10"^ 49.9 1.348 x 10~2 8698 3.52 x 10"1

11
16

7.01 X 10 5.168 x TO"5 59.9 0.927 x 10~2 9626 2.3 x 10"1

12 8.68 x 10'^ 5.962 x 10"-5 69.1 0.694 x 10™2 10375 1.97 x 10"

13 1 .43 x 1017 8.319 x 10"5 96.5 0.44 x 10~'2 9933 8.69 x 10"2

14 2.44 x 1017 11.875 x 10~^ 138 0.26 x 10-'2 9852 7.89 x 10"2
, - J

Table 6-1



Sample n/e.c. a b g d P

1 9.5 x 1015 0.2135 0.439 x 10" 0.260 x 10_1 -4
0.537 x 10 1 .8

2 1.1 x 1016 0.1474 0.281 x 10~1 0.255 x 10"1 _4
0.172 x 10 ' 2.0

3 1.38 x 1016 0.998 x 10~1 1

0XCOr°\0 0.423 x 10"' 0.476 x 10~5 2.2

4 1 .52 x 1016 0.715 x 10~1 0.811 x 10~2 0'.433 x 10"1 0.371 x 10~5 2.2

5 1 .76 x 1016 0.544 x 10~1 0.532.x io~2 0.301 x 10™1 0,181 x 10"5 2.3

6
1

2*15 x 10 0.454 x 10" 0.482 x 10~2 •

7 2,76 x 1016 0.236 x 10" 0.451 x 10"-5

8 3.84 x 1016 0.187 x 10~1 0.225 x 10~5 0.195 x 10~1 : 0.326 x 10 2.5

9
1 f\

5.13 x 10 0.179 x 10" ' 0.283 x 10"3

10
1 f\

5.33 X 10 0.135 x 1 0~ ' _4
0.444 x 10

11
1 f\

7.01 x 10 0.939 x 10~2 -4
0.285 x 10

Table 6-2
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Sample c
'

0 No/cnr5 T .

mm exp ^mln Cal
exp A foal

1 5.34 X 10"6 2.6 x 1016 28.4 30.2 11.27 x 10~2 1 .253 X 10~1

2 5,66 x 10 ^ 2.76 x 10l6 27.1 28.5 5.99 x 10~2 7.85 x 10~2

3 9v8i x 10~6 4.78 x 10l6 25.1 26.2 3.07 x 10~2 3.81 x 10~2

4 1.19 x 1o~8 1

5.79 x 10 24.7 23.4 1.74 x 10~2 1.93 x 10"

5 1.48 x 10"5 7.19 x 101'6 23.8 22.5 1 .212 x 10~2 1.46 x 10~2

6 1.38 x TO"5 6.72 x 1016 20.9 1.026 x 10~2

7 3,06 x 10_i+ 1 R
1 .49 X 10 10.5 0.81 x 10~5

8
-4

9.47 x 10 4.61 x 1018 9.85 9.5 0.48 x lo""5 0.43 x 10""-5

9
-4

7.83 x 10 3.81 X 1018 15.5 O.76 x 10"5

10 15.1 x 10-5 1 9
7.35 x 10 y 6.9

-4
0.90 x 10

11 15.34 x 10~^ 7.47 x 1019 3.9

Table 6-3



Table6-4

!> Sample

3,o

C

.5

CNo/em

(fNo/cm"^

(|,)veVci2

J'eV

1

0,1477

1,91x10"6

15

9,5x10J
6,16x1014

0.16x10~18
8,56x10"5

2

0,906x10~1
1,51x10~6

6,4X1015
11.06x1017

10

0.25x10

-4

1 .51x10

5

0,545x10~1
1 ,6x10~6
7.8x1015

14

12.17x10

1R

0o091X10"
4.7x10-5

4

0,504X10~1
9,14X10~7
4,4x10'5

1k

2.60x10

'I0

0.129x10

6.74x10-5

5

0,189x10"'
■6.21x10"7

5,0x1015
4.17x101"5

18

0.207x10"
1,10x10

6

0,165x10"'
6,54X10-7
5.1x1015
0.94x101°
0.541x10-17
1 ,78x10"5
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Fig. 6.3
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Fig. 6.7 e experimental point

X point calculated from J =a - b In T
a -Vt

© point calculated from j ot T
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6.2 Discussion of Results

6.2.1 Localized magnetic moments

The observed logarithmic dependence of resistivity on temperature

in PbS is similar to that observed in the dilute solutions of Mn in Cu.

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on those alloys show the existence

of localized magnetic moments. It is quite well known that the occurrence

of a resistivity minimum always happens in those materials which have

localized magnetic moments, Sarachik et al (1-964) observed a resistivity

minimum in a dilute alloy of Fe in Mo-Nb having localized magnetic

moments which were detected by susceptibility measurements^ while those

alloys with different compositions which had no localized magnetic

moments showed no resistivity minimum. Although there are no direct

measurements of susceptibility on PbS, magneto-resistance measurements-

have been carried out by Finlayson., Mathewson and. I, Johnson, and

a. negative magneto-resistance was observed for crystals with carrier

17 •
concentrations lower than 5 x 10 /ce. These results support the

existence of localized spins in PbS.

The dependence of the negative magneto-resistance effects on

carrier concentration n is somewhat similar to the dependence of the

resistivity minimum on n. At the same temperature, say 4„2°K, the

negative magneto-resistance effect was strongest for the lowest carrier

concentration under investigation. The effect decreased as the

carrier concentration increased, and for carrier concentrations greater

17
than about 5 x 10 /c.c„, the negative magnetoresistance effect was not
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observed. It was also shown experimentally that the negative magneto- .

resistance effect was temperature dependent. The effect tended to be

weaker as temperature increased, and became rather weak at about 26°K
16

for low 10 earriers/c.c. samples, The magnetoresistance between 26°K

and 77°K was not measured, while at 77°K, normal magnetoresistance was

found. So we may estimate that the negative magnetoresistance disappears

at a temperature between 30°K and 40°K for purer samples, and this

temperature at which the negative magnetoresistance disappears

decreases as carrier concentration increases and it may be associated

with the T . in resistivity measurements. For carrier concentrations
mm

1 7
of 5 x 10 /cc a resistivity minimum was not observed and negative

magnetoresistance was also not detected. The close correlation of these

two effects suggests that, they are due to the same kind of scattering

mechanism. Toyozawa explained the negative magnetoresistance effect

by considering the interaction between localized spins and the conduction

electrons. According to Hondo's theory, the resistivity minimum may be

regarded as due to the interaction between the localized spins and the

spin of conduction electrons. Hence we may claim that these two

experimental measurements strongly suggest the existence of localized

spins in PbS crystals.

6.2.2 Origin of Localized Spins

In the original Kondo theory, the localized spins are simply due

to the existence of magnetic impurities like Mn. However, localized

spins may still appear under certain circumstances even if there are no
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magnetic impurities according to Toyozawa.

Consider a semiconductor with random distribution of impurities

with conduction in the impurity band. Let us label the impurity sites

by subscript m. We assume that electrons can transfer between different

sites and that a pair of electrons with opposite spins feel repulsive

energy U if, and only if,they occupy the same site. Then the Hamiltonian

for this system under magnetic field can be written as

y~y~V a* a +uJ~n n -pB^fn -n )L L r mn m+ n+ L_ m+ m- L_ m+ m-_ _

m n + — — m m

where a* and a denote the creation and annihilation operators for an
m+ m+

electron with spin + or spin - respectively at the site.

The meaning of each term is readily seen to be:

(1) The first term represents our first assumption that electrons may

transfer from site to site. The transition probability is determined

by <m+ I Hi n+> = V
» — ' —' mn

(2) The second term represents interaction between two electrons at

the same site since (m+, m- nm+ nm j m+, mT> = U where
m

j m+, m-)> represents a site with a spin up electron and a spin down
th

electron at the m site. This means that interaction exists only for

a pair of electrons with opposite spins at the same site.

(]5) The third term is just the energy due to interaction with the external

magnetic field.

Having got this Hamiltonian,Toyozawa then proceeded to solve for

the energy eigenvalues and eigenf'unctions for such a system;using the

Hartree-Fock method. He then evaluated the expectation value of the
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oecupation number operators n - a* a for spin-up and. spin-down^ ^ m+ m+ m+

"btl
respectively at the m site. Note that the quantum expectation value

of an operator representing a physical quantity is equal to the average

measured value for that physical quantity. Therefore the expectation

value of * say n which is usually denoted by ( nm+>)> > ke equal to
the average number of electrons with spin-up at the m * site. ^nm_^= \
and ^n^ 7 ~ \ will mean that there are as many electrons with spin up

th
as there are electrons with spin down. The m site will exhibit no

net localized spin. However if / n \ = 1; /n \ = 0 we would have* x m+' ^ m-x

a localized spin pointing in the up direction appearing at the site.

Toyozawa. found that for such a semiconductor with random distribution

of impurity sites, then for a particular site m we have

/ n \ 1 and / n \ 0
\ m+ / v m-/

or / n S /~» 1 and / n \ 0
\ m- / \ m+/

if the site is sufficiently isolated from neighbouring sites. We

therefore obtain the important result that even for a material without

magnetic impurities, localized spin may indeed appear as a consequence

of the random array of impurity sites and electron correlation. Localized

spins appear in those sites which are sufficiently isolated from their

neighbours. Note that as there is only one electron at a particular site,

the localized spin value is 4 only.

6.2.3 Calculation of Concentration of Localized Spins and Interaction

Strength Due to Spin-Spin Interaction

By assuming s-d interaction between magnetic impurity atoms and

electrons, Kondo obtained formula (3-3-5-9)for 3. logarithmic temperature
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dependence of resistivity

C (1 + In T) (>3-5-9)
spin ''M Cp

f = 3* mJ2 S(S + 1 )/2 e21i £p (3_3_5_5)
M

where

The notation is the same as in chapter III.

We used the above formula to calculate the concentration of

localized magnetic moments. Curve fitting of experimental data for

the appropriate temperature region gave

j3 = a - b In T (6-1 -1 )
Comparing equation (3-3-5-9) and (6-1-1) we have

a = cP and -J = (6-2-3-1)
From (3-3-5-5)

2a £ ~h Sp
■)% m* J2

'M

As PbS is of F.C.C. crystal structure the volume of -the primitive cell is

f Jn. m* J2 s(S+1 ) VA (6-2-3-2)

equal to 1 /4, where 1 is the edge cf the unit cube which is known to
-8 '

be 5-9 x 10 cm. So N= the total no. of atoms in the crystal = total

3
no. of unit cell = V/volume of primitive cell = 4V/1 .

3
z = number of conduction electrons per atom = nV/N = n 1 /4

where n is the carrier concentration given In Table 6-1 (p.101) for

samples under investigation.
2

C-r, is calculated from n by formula £ = — (3it2n)F F
2m*

The quantity S in equation (6-2-3-2) is the maximum spin value

for localized spin. We assume S = 5/2 following P,W» Anderson ■
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A. Nakamma. and N. Kinoshita as in the case of Mn in Cuj then equation

(6-2-3-2) becomes

c - 12 g/ a?Y/ 3 " 5-688 x 10"54 5
with the values of a, b and n given in Table 6-2 (p.103), the values

of C for samples No. 1 to No. 11 were calculated and, shown in

Table 6-3 (p.103)/ together with the number of localized spins per

unit volume CNc.

Notice that the number of localized spins per unit volume is

greater than the carrier concentration of the sample, and also the

number of localized spins increases with increasing carrier concentration

n, this appears to be very unsatisfactory. Firstly it means

Toyozawa's theory on the origin of localized spins cannot be applied

to cur case. Secondly^ we expect from Kondo's theory that as CNo increases,

the depth of resistivity, which may be regarded as a measure of the

Kondo effect, should also increase. This is, however, not the ease

according to our results.

Fortunately this difficulty may be resolved by the following

consideration. In our calculations, we tacitly assumed that the

resistivity was entirely due to the Kondo type spin-spin interaction.

However, this may not be the case. For a metal, it is known that

impurity scattering contributes a temperature independent term to the

resistivity in the low temperature region. When applying Kondo's formula
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to such a easej the constant term must be subtracted from the experimental

"a" value in order to obtain the true "a" value for use in Kondo's

formula. It is reasonable therefore to assume that for our PbS at low

temperature, a scattering mechanism other than the Kondo spin-spin

interaction exists. This Idea gains support also from an examination

of £ ~T curve for high concentration crystals,, We see that for such

samples, the low temperature tails of the J -T curves tend to flatten

out and resistivity minima- are not observed as the concentration gets

higher. One can say that for such crystals, the spin-spin interaction

is not dominant and that the flat tail of the j® -T curves are due to
some other kind of scattering mechanism,

A plot of' mobility versus carrier concentration is shown in

Fig, 6,9 (p,11 3), Notice that the curve tends to a constant value a.s

concentration increases, we therefore assume that the scattering

mechanism contributes a more or less constant mobility to all our

samples, and we take the value to be that of the saturated value in

4 2
the mobility curve which is 10 cm /V see. These assumptions enable us

to make quantitative estimate of those constant resistivity terms

to be subtracted from the experimental "a". It is calculated, by

O 4 2

y- 1/nep with p = 10 em /V sec. When this is subtracted from
o '/

the experimental "a" value a new set of values a0 are obtained. These

represent the constant part of the resistivity due to spin-spin inter¬

action, and is shown in Table 6-4 (p,104). The values of a0 were

calculated only for sample No.1 to No, 6 because the error involved in
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the calculation with the estimated constant mobility will be too big for

high concentration samples. Now the a value in equation (6-1-1) was

replaced by aQ and equated to equation (3-3-5-9)• The value 0 and the

number of localized spins per unit volume were calculated and shown in

Table 6-4 (p,104) third and fourth column. We see that the results

are reasonable* namely the concentration of localized spins is

smaller than the conduction electron concentration, Toyozawa's theory

on the origin of localized magnetic moments may then be applicable in

our case. Also the number of localized spin decreases as the effect

gets less pronounced* which is similar to that in dilute magnetic alloys.

We therefore conclude that for the temperature region below n* there
is a scattering mechanism other than the spin-spin interaction which

contributes to the temperature independent term in resistivity.

We cannot for the time being determine the origin of this. It might-

be similar to the residual resistance in metals mostly caused by

static lattice defects such as impurity atoms, vacancies and

dislocations etc. However the spin-spin interaction between conduction

electrons and localized spins is the main scattering mechanism for low

carrier concentration samples since the localized spin concentration

is bigger. As the localized spin decreases, the scattering due to spin-

spin interaction becomes weaker and other contributions become

important,

The next thing now is to compute the spin-spin interaction coupling

strength. Using equation (6-2-3-1) with a replaced by a/, the J
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values which represent coupling strength were calculated for samples

No„ 1 to No. 6 and found to be of order of 10 eV. This value is

certainly too big, The appearance of this big J value could be due

to two thingss the first being the fact that Rondo's formula which was

derived for metals might not be correct for semiconductors as the Perm!

energy in a semiconductor is about three orders of magnitude smaller

than in a metal,, (we will discuss this problem later); the second being

the nature of localized spins. The localized spins in dilute magnetic

alloys are due to the actual magnetic moments which are well localized

in unit cells and that all the magnetic moments take part in the

interaction,

S. Tanaka. and Y, Katayama using Toyozawa's idea on the origin of

localized spins suggested that in I'nSb the localized spins spread over

a wide region of volume containing many unit cells,, in contrast to

that in dilute magnetic alloys whose localized spin is well localized

within a unit cell of volume _fi_ . Let

N = total no, of unit cells in the crystal = N0V
V = volume of the crystal; N0 = no. of unit cells per unit volume

N' defined by Nlfll = N_fi_ gives the number of localized spins in the

crystal.

Then replacing the J/N in the Kondo interaction Hamiltonian by J'/N%

they arrived at a fornruli similar to Kondo's

jspin = C' |m V + ^ ^F^N'^ J ln (6-2-3-3)
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P N m* J'2 S(S +1 ) V
Jmwhere )M - J (6-2-3-4)

2 e2 4^
with n ( 6p) = density of states at the Fermi energy per atom

= 1 (2m) r 2
4 Na 4N0 2n2i? ^

Taking the effective Bohr radius as the spreading of the wave function

of the localized spin, they were able to calculate the localized spin

concentration and estimate the magnitude of the coupling strength J'„

These ideas and their formulae were used to repeat our calculations,

With a."replaeed by a0"in equation (6-1-1), we have

J3 - a. - b InT = a' - b In (££) (6-2-3-5)
where a' = a„ - b In ( -y^-)
Combining it with equation (6-2-3-3) we have

J' b 1 b 1
N1 ' ~ ~ o I

M £p)N a n„( ^)V
(£-) = il V = - ^4^ (6-2-3-6)W V N! 3 n0 I tp)

From equation (6-2-3-4)

p , n(J;)2v 32„N(£-)2 assises^i,)m n 2 e- v 2 e

From equation (6-2-3-3) and (6-2-3-5) we have

a' = c' fM
Then C'N0

(~rf 3u m* S(S+1 )/2 £ ^ "fe
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with the S = ■§•, the localized spin concentration and the ratio J */N'

were calculated for sample No. 1 to No. 6 and shown in 5th and 6th

eolumns of Table 6.4 (p„104). N' was calculated from N® = N_TL/ J~L® where
-8 "5 4 5

jTl = volume of unit cell = (5-9 x 10 )^cfn PbS^ _fl - =rft y -
p o

1 .915 x 10 ^ cm^s where y = Bohr ratitts = (—£-) ^ 0„53A = 7.703x10 ^cm
c ^

(dielectric constant -jr- =174.4 and — =0.12 for PbS) J® values were
Co m

calculated and also shown in Table 6-4 (p.104). A negative J® represents

antiferromagnetic interaction between the localized spin and the conduction
-5 -3

electrons according to Anderson. The values varied from 10 to 10 eV

which are reasonable. The J* value was higher for high carrier

concentration crystals while C'No was smaller. As the carrier
concentration n decreased, C'Nq increased and J® decreased. This can be
seen from the values given in Table 6-4 (p.104) for sample No. 6 to

No. 3- As the carrier concentration n further decreased, we had the

opposite result, C'N0 became smaller while J' became bigger. There

appeared a maximum of localized spin concentration and minimum J® value

as n changed from high to low value. We will come back to this point

in the next section. The C'N0 and J' values for No. 1 and No. 2 had the

wrong order to what we expected. This could be due to experimental

error which was magnified in the calculation.

6.2.4 The Origin of Localized Spin in. PbS

The localized magnetic moments are due to either the actual magnetic

impurities in PbS crystals or the result of electron correlation and

random array of impurity sites. The first possibility is not very
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plausible because of the fact that the majority of impurities in. n type

PbS come from a stoichiometric excess of Pb atoms in the lattice/

although a minority of Mn atoms was found in some PbS samples from the

same source as those under investigation,by neutron activation experiment

done in the Reactor Centre in East Kilbride. The existence of Mn does

not necessarily give magnetic moments. Furthermore the calculation of

coupling constant J using Kondo's formula based on the assumption that

magnetic moments are due to actual magnetic- impurities did not give

satisfactory results^ whereas the calculation using Tanaka's formula

based on the idea of Toyozawa led to reasonable results. We therefore

have to attribute our localized spins to the same origin as those in

Toyozawa's theory.

We have mentioned the conditions for Toyozawa's theory to be

applicable before. The localized spins are associated with semi-

isolated sites. As the carrier concentration increases such isolated

sites must decrease and. so the number of localized spins must decrease

and finally^ with sufficiently high carrier densities^, disappear altogether.
1 7

In our case this appears to happen for n>5 x 10 ' eleetrons/e.c. On

the other hand one might expect the reverse to be the case for actual

magnetic impurities. Toyozawa also predicted a decrease in the number

of spins at very low impurity densities. A plot of spin concentration

C'No versus carrier concentration n is given below,
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CNo

(not on scale)

n

One sees that indeed C'N0 decreases at both high and low n, It appears

that the origin of localized spin for PbS is indeed the same as that

described by Toyozawa's theory.

6.2.5
n and an Empirical Expression for f near Minimum

The resistivity below T^n can be represented by the expression
P = a - b In T where resistivity decreases with increasing temperature

while above it increases with temperature and may be expressed by

the formula ^ - g + d.Tp . Therefore a. resistivity minimum
corresponding to T . is expected. We assume that near T „ s the^ &

mxn mm

resistivity is mainly due to both the Kondo type scattering and the

usual lattice scattering. Then the total resistivity may be expressed

as the sum of both contributions.

j*=a-blnT + g + dT^
Now we want to see how far this can represent the experimental results,

Differentiating it with respect to T and equating it to zero we cbtain

the temperature at which the minimum occurs
. 1

T . = ( -r)p
mxn p.d

With the values of b, p, d for samples No. 1 to No. 5 and No. 8, the

calculated T
n values are shown in Table 6-5 (p.105). Comparing the
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ealculated T . with T „ values obtained experimentally, we can see that
rmn mm

they agree with each other quite well. So we may say that in the

temperature region around minimum^, both scattering mechanisms mentioned

above contributed, to resistivity with more or less equal weight.

Now we consider the depth of the minimum defined as the resistivity

measured at the lowest temperature or extrapolated to absolute zero ^
minus that at T . ( ). The resistivity I „ at T . is

nan Jmxn /nan mm

represented by \ . = a - b In T . + g + dTp. Suppose we use the
Jmin mm

same expression for resistivity at TqJ, then = a-b InT^ + g +dT
and

T
^ P = P - P . = b[ln( miK ) - —] + d T P, For simplicityJ Jo J mm m p o

P
o

rp P
we let is so much less than the first term that we can neglect

it. aJ5so calculated for samples No. 1 to No. 5 and No. 8 are shown in
Table 6-3 (p.103). The discrepancy between the calculated values and

the experimental values is seen to be appreciable. This means that we

really should not use the above phenomenological expression for the

resistivity in a region not near T . „ However in what follows we shall
mm

only make rough calculations, we may therefore still try to use the

expression. We are not particularly interested in the actual value of

for ea.ch sample. We are more concerned with the relationship between

and concentration. Direct experimental data fitting gives

f-3.0an .A similar result is obtained from the above empirica
CXP rp rp

formula. aP n = b[ln ™"n - —] • Notice that the factor [In - —]jcal T0 p To ■ p
is not a. sensitive function of n. It varies from about 1 .8 to 2.4 for

all our samples under investigation. So we may take a bs while
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=3.0
b is also found to be; ban , so we have a first order agreement of

dependence of a]3 on n between these two results.
One noticed that for lower carrier concentration samples the

number of localized spins C'N0 decreased. This appeared to contradict

the above result* namely A j^xp beinS a measure of the magnitude
of the Kondo effect should be expected to decrease as C'N^ decreased and

vice versa. This apparent contradiction is resolved by noting the

"magnitude of the Kondo effect" depends on the interaction coupling

strength J' as well. As seen in Table 6-4 (p.1 04),,, j» for those samples

increased to compensate for the decrease in c'jff0 resulting in a bigger

depth of resistivity A|jexp

6.2.6 An Attempt to Adapt the Kondo Formula for Semiconductors

Kondo's resistivity formula was derived for a metal. It was seen

from our explicit calculation in Chapter III that the approximation

r

jj?j7 oowas made. This is legitimate for a metal, where Cp^xkT f'°r "the
low temperature range concerned. However this Is not so for semiconductors

in general* especially those with low concentration. For example* at
16 r

T = 10°K for PbS of n = 10 /e.c„* Cp^kT. Therefore it appears that
we should not use Kondo's formula, as it stands. It does not seem easy

to obtain a completely satisfactory and simple formula for such cases.

We try to reevaluate integrals A^ * Ag and B In the resistivity expression
8f

in Chapter III (p. 61 )t for integration limit from - —— to OO
kT

instead of from -00 to -00. The resulting formula for ^ will then be
expected to be a complicated function of T in view of the fact that all
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integrals are now temperature dependent. An explicit formula is not-

obtained because the integral A. can be evaluated only numerically.

We contented ourselves with an order of magnitude calculation to see by

SJ
-1

A2 = In kT |J^ aF^, ■ dx dx' = In kT[F(x)F(x' ) ]_1

how much the J value would be modified as a result. We take VF/kT = 1

. fr _ | ,i dF(x) dF'(x') , , ,A, = 11 In x»x' - —1—— dx dx'
)] dx dx'

)2~ 0.5 In kT

B ln 4|y | ^r1 TF, ,k dx' -ln41^1 (-^~)2~0-5 ln 4 iefI
A^ was computed using the Simpson's rule for numerical integration. As
the integrand decreases rapidly as x increases to the order of 10. it is

sufficient to evaluate the integral from -1 to 10. The value was found to

be 0.02725o Extending the upper limit to 15 will only give an additive term

-5
of order 10 ' , then A — B -- A^ + Ag - B = 0.02725 + 0.5 In kT - 0.5 In 4 ^

= 0.02725 + 0.5 In 7— + 0.5 In T

so the expression for becomes

j3 = C ^ [1+x+Y (0.02725 + 0.5 In + 0.5 In T)]OF

= G Jm [1+X+Y (0.02725 + 0.5 In p- ) + Y 0.5 In T]
CF

where X = 6zj/ £p ; Y = Jz-J/ £p.
However this expression turns out to be essentially the same as the

original Kondo one and it does not lead to much change of J value.

It might be worth making a remark about the integral A^ . The
integrand contains a. factor In | x - x'| which diverges as x approaches x'
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Therefore it is not easy to handle ana there is a. slight possibility that

the integrand might behave so strangely near singularities as to

invalidate the numerical integration used.
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CHAPTER VII

Experimental Results on Thermomagnetic and

Thermoelectric Measurements

7.1 Nernst Effect Measurements

The transverse and longitudinal Nernst effect measurements were

carried out in the temperature range from 4°K to 8o°K with different

values of magnetic field for five n-type PbS samples of carrier

concentration ranging from 1.03 x 10^/c.e. to 1.2 x10^/c.c. The
1

dependence of the transverse Nernst coefficient Q and the longitudinal
11

Nernst coefficient Q on temperature with magnetic field 3-9 Kgauss for

the five samples are shown in Fig. 7-1 (p. 1^3) and Fig. 7-2 (p.1^).

It is seen from Fig. 7-1(p.143) that the transverse Nernst coefficient

is negative below about 45°K and tends towards zero at absolute

zero for all samples. As the temperature increases becomes more

1
negative and also the difference between Q for different concentrations

increases. These reach a minimum value between 15 and 30°Ki the

temperature dependence of the minimum increasing as the carrier

concentration decreases. Above the minimum., the value increases and.

changes to positive between 40 and 50°K, and it remains positive at

higher temperatures. It is seen that the temperature dependence of
1

Q is stronger for low carrier concentration samples.

11
The dependence of. longitudinal Nernst coefficient Q on

temperature in a fixed magnetic field of 3«9 Kgauss for the five

samples is shown in Fig. 7-2 (p.144). The measurements on the
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longitudinal effect were mainly performed at temperatures below 20°K,

and the values were found to be of negative sign for all the samples

under investigation. The sign of the effect for all five samples at

nitrogen temperature was checked and found to be positive. Some

measurements were also made at temperatures round about 40°K„ We

found that the sign of the effect changed from negative at low

temperatures to positive at higher temperatures. In fact for the high

concentration sample No. 5* "the sign changed at about 20°K„ It is
11

expected that the temperature at which Q changes sign will be more

or less related to that in the transverse measurement^, but according

to the data available for sample No. 5» the temperature at which
1 -J

Q ' changes sign may be lower than that in the transverse case.

11
The carrier concentration dependence of the Q can be seen from

Pig. 7-2 (p.144). With the exception of sample No. 4, the dependence

is seen to be stronger for lower carrier concentrations.

Pig. 7-3 (p.1^3) and Pig. 7-4 (p.144) show the dependence of
J- 11

Q and Q on temperature with different values of magnetic field for

sample No. 1. It is seen from the curves that the dependence is

stronger for low magnetic field with the transverse measurements

whereas the opposite was obtained for longitudinal measurements.

The dependence of the transverse voltage per degree on magnetic

field from zero up to 8 Kgauss was measured at different temperatures

and shown in Fig. 7-5 (p.1^7 )j> Pig. 7-6 (p.1^8) and Fig. 7-7 (p.1^9) for

samples No. 1 s 2 and 3° Fig. 7-8 (p.150) and Fig. 7-9 (p.151) were
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2
plotted the lorgitudinal Nernst coefficients against H for sample

NOo 1 and No. 3

7.2 Discussion of the Results

From the results given in section 7.1* we know that both transverse

and longitudinal Nernst effects have a negative sign at low temperatures

and the effect changes sign at about 40°K. According to the theory-

given in Chapter II, a negative sign indicates that impurity-

scattering is predominant and a positive sign indicates acoustic

scattering,, We may therefore say that our results indicate that for

temperatures above 40 to 50oK\p the main scattering mechanism Is due to

acoustic vibrations„ This is consistent with the resistivity

measurements. We are dealing with the problem under the condition

uH 2
that (—) | , so weak field formulae may be applied in our case.

Now with r = 0 which represents acoustic scattering, the formula

(2-2-2) becomes

and

Ey- i (1.1781) | ||
= 0-589 if (7-2-"

€ 3*

With the measured value of the Nernst field, the mobility p for sample

2
No. 1 at T = 84°K was calculated and found to be equal to 2282 cm '/v sec

2
which Is smaller by a. factor 2 than the value 4650 cm /v sec calculated

from the resistivity and the Hall effect measurements. This discrepancy

could be due to some other kind of scattering such as phonon drag

in addition to the predominant acoustic lattice scattering. In this
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case the above formula, for r. needs to be amended. We shall discuss
ry

phonon drag in a separate section, but it appears that whatever is

responsible for this discrepancy,it has a characteristic feature that

does not show up in purely electrical measurements while on the other

hand it is quite sensitive to thermal measurements.

When the temperature decreases, the influence of the lattice

vibration on carriers reduces and some other kind of scattering becomes

important. In general the most favourable scattering mechanism at low

temperatures is due to ionized impurity scattering which gives rise

to a Nernst effect of negative sign. As mentioned in Chapter II, if

the scattering mechanism can be characterized by a relaxation time
c r~i

which has an energy dependence of form L- • T-he r val'ue

can be determined directly from the Nernst effect measurements. The

ratio / ty, calculated from £y2/g = (i-r) Ar2/(2br-Ar2)
for different values of r are listed in the following table.

Table 7-1

r 0 0.5 0.75 1 2

tf/l, +0.323 0 -0.2381 -0.4263 -0.702

To compare these values with our experimental data for various samples

we plotted and against temperature for our five samples in

different values of magnetic field and the curves are shown in Pig. 7-10

to Fig. 7-14- (from p.152 to p.156). The ratios £. 2/ £ from experimental
y

data, for five samples are calculated for every two degrees from 20°K
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and found to vary from -0.011 to-0.1 8. Comparing these with the

theoretical ratios in Table 7-1* although we cannot positively identify

the form of scattering we can be certain that ionized impurity scattering

is not the major scattering mechanism in this temperature region.

Recalling our discussion of the resistivity results, the scattering

mechanism at temperatures below say 30°K is attributed to the spin-spin

interaction. However, the theory and hence the formulae we discussed

for our thermomagnetic effects in Chapter II, are based on the assumption

that the scattering mechanism can be characterised by a power dependence

of relaxation time on energy. The relaxation time due to spin-spin

interaction is more complicated and completely different from the

simple power law. If spin-spin interaction did contribute to our

thermomagnetic effect it would not be surprising to find that the

present formulae for the Nernst effect are not strictly applicable and

this may account for our failure to find an identifiable r value. By

examining the dependence of carrier concentration with both the

transverse and longitudinal effects from Fig. 7-1 (p°l43) and Fig. 7-2 (p.144)

we found that the temperature dependence of both transverse and longitudinal

effects decreases as the carrier concentration n increases except for

the longitudinal effect measurement for sample No. 4. This dependence

is similar to the resistivity result where low carrier concentration

had deep resistivity minimum indicating stronger spin-spin interaction.

Hence it is reasonable to assume that spin-spin interaction might

indeed appear.
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Now we examine the magnetic field dependence of the Nernst effect.

Prom Fig. 7-5 (p°l47)to 7-7 (p.1^9) we see that the transverse

Nernst field has its absolute value increased monotonically with

magnetic field at all temperatures measured. The dependence is linear

at the lowest temperatures. It becomes non-linear when the temperature

1
approaches the point at which the minimum occurs in the Q -T plot.

At higher temperatures say about 40°K, the Nernst field is positive and

it again depende on H linearly. All this shows that only at very low

temperatures and at high temperatures say 40°K upward, the weak field

approximation formula has a chance to be applicable to our case. We do

riot mean to say the weak field theory discussed in Chapter II is

necessarily applicable, but it appears that any new theory applicable

to our case should again, have such a. linear dependence on magnetic

field H in the two temperature regions mentioned above. In Pig. 7-3

(p.145), the curves change over from positive for higher temperatures

to negative at low temperatures. The appearance of a sharp minimum

indicates changes of scattering mechanisms. Above the minimum the

1
transverse Nernst coefficient Q is approximately independent of

magnetic field, this is consistent with the weak field formula for

acoustic lattice scattering. On the other hand below the minimum

there is a marked field dependence. Consider the negative magneto-

resistance effect which is attributed to spin-spin interaction, for

which resistance decreases and hence mobility increases as the magnetic

field increases and so scattering must decrease with increase of field.
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If the scattering mechanism at low temperatures gives rise to a relation

of the form cf" a p as in the weak field ease,, we expect an increase

in |a as H increases and hence an increase of transverse Nernst

1
coefficient Q » This is what is observed and so we have further evidence

for spin-spin interaction in our low temperature region.

11
The dependence of the longitudinal Nernst coefficient Q on

magnetic field is seen in Fig. 7-8 (p„150) and Fig. 7-9 (p.15"0°
1 *j 112

At temperatures where Q ' has a positive value, a Q =H plot gives a

straight line which is consistent with our weak field formula. At

lower temperatures a straight line is not obtained. The reason may

be the same as that used to explain the behaviour of Q. .

We end this section with the following conclusion. From the

variation of the transverse and longitudinal Nernst effects with

temperature, we found that the effects are positive above say 40°K,

and scattering in this region is mainly due to acoustic vibrations.

The effects become negative at low temperature and a sharp minimum

indicates a change of scattering mechanism. In this low temperature

region, ionized impurity scattering is not important. In Chapter VI we

found that the resistivity measurements could be explained in terms of

a spin-spin interaction which increases as the electron concentration

n decreases. Similarly we find here that "the negative component of the

transverse Nernst coefficient Q"^~ increases as n decreases. We therefore

suggest the existence of spin-spin interaction. This suggestion gains

further support from the magnetic field dependence of the Nernst effect
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in this temperature region. The increase of magnetic field, leads to
1.

an increase of the transverse Nernst coefficient Q and hence an

increase of mobility, implying a decrease of resistivity. This is

consistent with the results obtained from the negative magneto-

resistance effects, On the other hand there is negligible magnetic

field dependence at higher temperatures so the results above 40°K

are consistent with acoustic scattering.

7.3 Measurements of Thermoelectric Power

7.3.1 Results

Measurements of thermoelectric power have been carried out for

the five samples mainly in the temperature range from 5°K "to 30°K. For

samples No. 1 and No. 3 some measurements were also done at nitrogen

temperature and upwards. The results are shown in Fig. 7-15 (p,'!57)

where thermoelectric power @ is plotted against in T. As mentioned

in Chapter II, in the non-degenerate temperature region, a @-ln T

plot will give a straight line if the scattering mechanism can be

r_h
represented by a simple power law of the form fa £ 2. It is seen

that the In T dependence is non-linear in most cases. For sample

No. 3.5 "the curve appeared to be linear above about 30°K where the

carriers satisfied the non-degenerate condition. The linearity in

this region could mean that the scattering mechanism might be due to

a single known type. The curve of sample No. 1 showed that it is non¬

linear even at the non-degenerate region. The explanation of this

non-linearity could be due either to the change of effective mass
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with temperature or to phonon drag„ For samples No. 4 and No. 5i>

the degeneracy temperatures are above 40°K, and so the carriers are

degenerate for the temperature range measured. Hence even an

appearance of a straight line for sample No. 5 does not necessarily

mean that a simple known type of scattering mechanism can be used to

describe its behaviour. The dependence of the carrier concentration

does not appear tc have regular dependence on the thermoelectric power

value. However, we try to treat the thermoelectric data from two

different angles. Firstly we attempt to find the effective mass of

the carriers and hence investigate whether the effective mass of PbS

is temperature dependent. Secondly we study whether phonon drag exists.

7.3.2 Analysis

From the analysis of the Nernst. effect, we concluded that the main

scattering mechanism above, say ,40°K is due to acoustic lattice

scattering. Therefore in such a temperature range we are able to

calculate directly the contribution to the thermoelectric power (h)

due to electrons. From equation (2-2-1 ) in Chapter 11,1.6.

0 - ± | [£t- >
the theoretical dependences of the thermoelectric power (h) on p* are

calculated for r--0, \ and 1 and shown in Fig. J~l6 (p„158). If the

r value is known, then the experimental thermoelectric power will tell

us the corresponding p*, and the effective mass can be calculated

from equation (2-3-4). The dependence of F;l(p*) on p* is given in
2

Fig. 7-17 (p J59). We now try to find the effective mass ratio from
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the thermoelectric power value for sample No. 3» Prom expression

16
(2-3=4) for with n-1.53 x 10' /c,c,s the effective mass ratio

m*/mo at 70°K is calculated to be equal to 0,12 which agrees well with

the accepted value. The change of m*/mQ with T from 40°K to 8o°K was

found to be small ie from 0,1 to 0.126, a. change of effective mass

of this magnitude is possible, The calculations were repeated for

sample No, 1, the effective mass ratio was found to be 0,31 at 70°K

and the change of the value from 40°K to 8o°K is from 0,17 to 0,35°

The change of" m*/rn0 is much bigger than that for sample No, 3 and is

indeed unreasonably large. This discrepancy may be resolved by

considering the effect of phonon drag in the next section.

Now as expected, the data, for the low temperature region does not

fit the theory given in Chapter II very well. A proper r value

could not be found from the Nernst effect, In order to make a rough

estimate of m*/m0 using the existing formula, we took r=Jj and repeated

the calculation for sample No. 4 and No, 5° The ratio was found to

vary from 0.27 to 2.02 from 5°K to 20°K. This means that eve,n a rough

estimation does not lead us anywhere.

7,4 Phonon Drag

Considering the high temperature region, we assume that the

measured thermoelectric power © and the Nernst field to be the sum

of the electron contribution and a phonon drag contribution. We take

as our effective mass ratio the value 0.12, then from equation (2-3=4)

and (2-3-1) the thermoelectric power at 84°K for sample No. 1 was
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calculated and found to be 410 pV/deg. We regard this part of thermo¬

electric power as due to the contribution from electrons,, Then the

difference between this and the measured value 560 pV/deg is the

phonon drag contribution ®rh w^cl1 -s ©Q'aal to 150 pV/deg. Now the
2

carrier mobility of sample No, 1 is equal to 4650 cm /V sec at 84°K

according to resistivity and Hall effect measurements, then from

equation (7-2-1) we obtained the electron contribution to the transverse

Nernst field £. with a magnetic field of 3,9 Kgauss which is equal to

2 210,68 x 10 . The experimental value was found to be 5-069 x 10

The phonon drag contribution to is therefore equal to -5.612 x 10

Using the phonon drag formula given in Chapter II, we can calculate

the phonon drag contribution ( From equation (2-4-2) we have

-?

for the absolute value

(E
^ £y^ph y pn CO/g)-1 )1 ®nhl pH

(k/e)(dT/ax) k/e
( was calculated and found to be 5.617x10°^ which is in excellent

agreement with the above value. Such good agreement may be due to a

bit of luck. Nevertheless we can say that the scattering is very

probably due to both acoustic scattering and phonon drag in this

temperature region.

In the lower temperature region, we cannot easily estimate the

phonon drag contribution.

From the measurements of thermoelectric power at temperature, we

obtain the following conclusions. Above say 40°K where acoustic
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scattering is predominant, the effective mass ratio is found

to change only slightly from 0.1 to 0„126 for temperatures ranging

from 40°K to 8o°K for samples which show a straight line for a

0 = In T plot. It is suggested for those samples which do not give
a straight line for a (S) - In T plot phonon drag plays a part in

addition to acoustic scattering. Calculation of the phonon drag

contribution to the transverse Nernst field confirms the above

suggestion.
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Pig. 7-15 Non-dimensional Nernst Field versus T for Sample No.4



Fig.7-14Non-dimensionalNernstFieldversusTforSampleNo.5



Fig.7.15ThermoelectricpowerversusT



Fig.7.16TheoreticalDependencesofThermoelectricPower(h)onReducedChemicalPotentialjA*
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CHAPTER VIII

Suggestions for Future Research

We have studied the scattering mechanism for PbS from electrical,

thermomagnetie and thermoelectric measurements mainly in temperature

range between 4°K and 80°K. There is still plenty of room for further

investigation. We suggest the followings

1. Measurement should be made of the resistivity at the lowest possible

3-4
temperature. The H dilution refrigerator in the Department will

enable measurements to be done down to 0„05°K„. It was found that the

slope of the resistivity - InT plot below 3°K became less, but did not

flatten out at the lowest temperature measured. It will be interesting to

see whether this finite slope continues to lower temperatures. It

provides a possibility of studying the bound state between the conduction

electron spin and the localized spin at the Fermi surface suggested by

Y. Nagaoka.

2. Some theoretical research is required to derive a rigorous formula,

based on Kondo's assumption for the spin-spin interaction generally valid

for semiconductors.

3. Measurements of the transverse, longitudinal Nernst effects and. the

thermoelectric power should be extended below 4.2°K and an attempt made

to develop a suitable theory.

4. Measurements could, be made of the transverse and longitudinal

effects with temperature gradient and magnetic field not perpendicular

to each other. At the same time one could measure the longitudinal
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transverse Nernst effect which is the appearance cf an electric field

along the z axis when temperature gradient is along x direction and

magnetic field lying in the xz plane but not along z direction„

(This is similar to the planar Hall effect.)

5. Measurements should be made of the thermal conductivity over a

wide range of temperatures so as to observe the behaviour of the Wiedmann-

Franz raio.

6. Since a phonon drag contribution has been founds it might be worth

while investigating whether the Nernst effect and thermoelectric power

is size dependent.

7 = Similar measurements on the thermoelectric and thermomagnetie

effects at low temperatures for other materials in the PbS group,

such as PbSe, PbTe could be made.

8. A theoretical study of the contribution to the thermoelectric and

thermomagnetie effects due to spin-spin interaction should be undertaken.

All these, together with the work already done should provide us

with a clearer picture of the low temperature behaviour of this group

of semiconductors.
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